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t
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and W. S. Hopewell of

NO. 6.

Hearing at Santa Fe.
A Santa Fe dispatch of January 31st
says:
In the Kansas-Coloradwater right
suit, testimony was heard
in
the Supreme Court chamber by Commissioner G. A. Richardson of the
United States Supreme Court. The
United States was represented by A.
C. Campbell of Washington, as assistant attorney general; the state of Colorado by C. D. Hayt of Denver and C.
C. Dawson of Canon City, and the state
of Kansas by S. S. Ashbaugh, with
John R. Doyle of Denver, official sten
ographer.
Among the witnesses examined were
Governor Otero, President Luther
Foster of the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts at Las Cruces,

Scheduled for Hillsboro, are contemplating a serious
New Mexico.
move in the way of building and that
The New Mexican has made a care- L before long. The next few months will
ful survey of the railroad situation in develop the intentions of this com
New Mexico and after due and diligent pany. Its lines are. to run from Albu
inquiry, finds it to be very favorable querque northwesterly to Durango
to the building of several hundreds of and from Torrance on the Santa Fe
miles of track during the .present fis- Central, southeasterly, to Ro3well.
This proposed new railroad mileage
cal calendar year. Thia is not buildto considerably over a thouamounts
ing railroads on paper, but this informiles
sand
and it certainly looks as if
mation is based upon facts and letters
from first class sources. The Albu- at least 500 miles of it will be under
querque eastern railroad is in course actual construction during the year
of active construction between Mori-art- y and be completed by January 1, 1906.
on the Santa Fe Central railway The Albuquerque Eastern railroad, the
and the city of Albuquerque. The line extension of the Denver & Rio Grande
miles from Durango to Farmington and the
when completed will be forty-fiv- e
from M. W. Mills of Colfax county, W. S.
in length and the branch to the Hagan Eastern railroad-o- f
coal fields, eighteen miles in length. Texico to Puerco station, can safely Hopewell, general manager of the Almiles of be put into that category. The build- buquerque Eastern railway, R. E.
thus will be added sixty-threrailroad to the mileage now in opera- ing and extensions of the other lines Twitchell of Las Vegas, T. B. Catron
tion.
The Eastern railroad of New mentioned herein are more than prob- of this city and Solomon Luna of LoS
as it is com- able, in one or two cases almost cer- Lunas. The testimony Introduced by
Mexico, or "The
monly called, from Texico through the tain. The indications that New Mex- these witnesses went to show the Imcounties of Roosevelt, Chaves, Tor- ico will boom during the present year portance of irrigation in the arid rerance and Valencia to Puerco station and in 1906 are multiplying and are gions and how land would be enon the Santa Fe Pacific will also he slowly crystalizing into agreeable hanced by the construction of irrigation systems and storage reservoirs
built during the year. It may not be facts.
under the reclamation act.
completed, but that part of it will bo
The great benefit to agriculture and
Bills Passed by House.
in running order by the 1st of Januhorticulture due to irrigation was "tesary, 1906, seems assujed.
lower branch of the Legislature tified to by the witnesses and it was
The
Work will commence at an' early on February 1st passed the following:
proved that from 3,000,000 to 15,000,-00- 0
date from Texico west and from Helen
An act providing for protection
acres of land could be irrigated in
east. The line will be 212 miles in against floods along the' Rio Grande at
extent. It is not exactly known as yet San Marcial, Socorro and Hillsboro, New Mexico by the proper storage and
where it will cross the El Paso & which provides for an appropriation of use of the waters from the streams in
Northeastern and the Santa Fe Cen- $4,000; an act relating to registration, the territory.
tral on the eastern side of the Rio an act providing for the construction
Irrigation in New Mexico.
Grande, but that it will cross the Santa of dams and dykes and the raising of
fixed.
is
Belen
Fe at
A Santa Fe dispatch of February 1st
money therefor; an act creating counThe Denver & Rio Grande railroad ties of the first class; an act to change says: At the hearing before Commishas made and is making several sur- the name of the county of Leonard sioner G. A. Richardson in the aKnsas-Coloradveys in San Juan county and the New Wood to Guadalupe.
water case testimony was
Mexican is informed by reliable auby R. E. Twitch, T. B. Catgiven
About fifty bills were introduced, the
thority that it is very likely that grad- most important being:
ron and Solomon Luna. Their testiing on the extension of that line from
An act to provide for a system of mony was in regard, to ancient methDurango to Farmington along the Ani- public highways to be built by convict ods of irrigation in New Mexico and
mas river, a distance of about sixty labor; an act appropriating $10,000 for how irrigation benefits the arid land.
miles, will commence about April 1st. the completion of the scenic highway;
Mr. aCtron estimated that under the
It is said that grading contracts have an act. fixing a levy of
act at least 15,000,000
reclamation
to
of a mill
been awarded to J. B. Orman of Pu- build a road from Raton to El Paso; acres in this territory could be made
eblo and Kirkpatrick Brothers of Wy- an act providing for the fixing of a productive, although only 250,000 acres
oming. It is also said that this exten- standard scale of weights and meas are cultivated now. The commission
sion fit the Denver & Rio Grande rail- ures; an act providing for the con- completed its sitting here this evening
and will be struction of a bridge over the Mimbres and will proceed to Roswell for a couroad will be broad-gauggreat and
to
move
the
finished in time
ple of days. From there Commisisoner
river in Luna county.
increasing fruit crop of San Juan
Richardson and the attorneys in the
county this fall. What the plans of the
New Mexico Weather Conditions.
case will go to Little Rock and Fort
Denver & Rio Grande are as to exFollowing is
weather bulletin, is- Smith, Arkansas.
tensions to the south, this paper has sued February the
1st,
for New Mexico:
not as yet been enabled to learn, but
January
has been a
of
"The
month
How the Navajos Farm.
it believes that the report it has re- mild and rather wet one, the first half
extension
ceived as to a broad-gaug- e
Mr. Pre witt of Aztec, San Juan
especially having much rain and snow
to Farmington is correct and will so over practically all of the territory. county, in an interview published in
prove within a few weeks.
Fe New Mexican, says:
The soil is thoroughly soaked and in the Satna
The Durango & El Paso railroad, excellent condition for early plowing
"The Navajo Indians, whose reserthe entire western part
which is backed by the Phelps-Dodg- e
and seeding, while tne outlook for vation covers
county,
& Company people and the El Paso & early
have lately made wonand excellent range and abun- of the
Southwestern railroad, has several dant water was seldom better. A lit- derful progress in agricultural purcorps of surveyors in the field in San tle plowing has been done in the lower suits under the guidance of W. T.
Sheldon, the agent for the north half
Juan, McKinley and Valencia counties. Rio Grande valley.
now,
the
and forAs far as can be determined
"Alfalfa is apparently wintering of the Navajo reservation,
Durango & El Paso will build and that well, also fruit. The mountains are merly of Santa Fe.
"Up to the present year the agriculwithin the next twelve months from heavy with snow, but the valleys and
Duarngo to some point on the Santa southern slopes are generally bare. ture of the Navajos have been confined
Fe Pacific west of Grant station and Range in northeast counties is poor to small patches, easily irrigated along
1904. the matter
'past, nf Gallnn and will strike the
some loss of cattle and sheep is the streams, but insystematically, the
of
Qotiio Va. Popifle in that section. It and
hold
was
taken
reported in that section,; but generally
will then, so this paper is informed, stock is in fair to good condition and government having previously assisted
use the tracks of the Santa Fe Pacific farmers and ranchmen appear .confi- the Navajos in constructing small
ditches along the lower lands of the
and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe dent of a most favorable, season."
with
San Juan valley, and the results were
via Belen south to a connection
or
at
more
than could have been expected
&
Southwestern
the El Paso
Robbed and Murdered.
trackage
most sanguine. One Indian, beby
the
The
Texas.
Paso,
near El
from the New Mexico line to the
An Albuquerque dispatch of Febru- sides supplying his own needs, sold
140
at
ary 1st says: John M. McMann, an 15,000 pounds of his wheat, and a careSanta Fe Pacific is estimated
who was employed at the ful estimate showed that the Navajos
to 170 miles.
along the San Juan river had raised
The Colorado & Arizona railroad government's Fort Bayard sanitarium, some 250,000
pounds of grain, besides
wanand
yesterday
surveyors
in
got on a drunk
has also several corps of
crops
such as alfalfa, beans, poother
the field in western New Mexico and dered over to the mining camp of Cen- tatoes, and á variety of other vegethe commencement of active work on tral, where he gambled. Last night he tables.
its proposed lines, may also be ex- had won considerable money and this
"The wonderfull progress these Inmorning his dead body was found.
pected during the coming year.
have made in agriculture should
It is understood that after pocketing dians
Thn Duraneo. Roswell & Gulf rail
entitle
them fto a great deal of considwinnings he started to walk to Fort
road, incorporated by the Pittsburg his
he was overtaken, eration from the government. I should
capitalists, who have built tne oanta Bayard, where
say that from fifty to a hundred thouronti-n- i
and ñrf buildine the Albu robbed and a shot fired, through his sand acres of land along the San Juan
may
make
querque Eastern, namely, General head. Sheriff Farnsworth
valley, within the boundaries of the
Francis J. Torrance, senator anuui an arrest
Much New Building Is
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Navajo reservation, could be Irrigated
from the San Juan river at a very reasonable cost. If the government would
take this matter up and furnish sufficient money to take' out ditches to
cover this land, it could at once begin

to put the Navajo Indians on a
basis.
"First, the building of these ditches
would furnish employment to the Indians, and to this class of work they
are well adapted. Then, after the
ditches were completed, enough land
would be brought under irrigation to
furnish practically every Indian on the
reservation (of which there are some
twenty thousand) with a home, on
which he could become an Independent farmer. And, as Commissioner
Leupp is more or less familiar with the
condition of the Navajos. I am in
hopes he will take the matter up, and
vigorously push it to completion."

self-sustaini- ng

Reservoir for Las Vegas Grant.
A Las Vegas dispatch of January
29th says: Las Vegas believes it is
certain to secure a government reser
voir. So satisfactory have been the
assurances from the engineers as to
the report that will be made upon the
proposition that has been under consideration here for months, that a
committee of citizens is now dispos
ing of the 10,000. acres of land to be
brought under irrigation.- - In less than
one day's work 4,000 acres were taken
up by residents and contract forms are
being sent outside.
The commissioners of the Las Vegas
grant will cede the land back to the
government, and each taker of the land
obligates himself to pay ?5.70 an acre
for the land for ten years, at the expiration of which time the permanent
water rights and the deed to the land
go to the settler.
The land is deep and. rich and the
water would be sufficient to irrigate
25,000 acres. However, the amount
available will not amount to much,
more than 10,000 acres. The small
amount of land for a time made the
recommendation of the project doubtful, but now that it is certain that
every acre will be subscribed for in
advance, and the government assured
of the repayment of the money, it is
felt that there will be no danger of
the failure of the project.
In every respect, the statistics asked
for by the department regarding the
home markets, the kind of crops that
can be raised, and the yield per acre,
have been more than assuring.
Territorial Ranger Bill.
A Las Vegas dispatch says: The
officers of the cattle sanitary board
are taking the greatest interest in the
fate of the ranger bill that has been
prepared for introduction in the legisThe general feeling of the
lature.
cattlemen in this section is that the
measure hasj no chance of passing, as
it seems to be regarded by many as
serving a special interest. Therefore,
it is argued, the territory should not
be put to the expense of paying for the
ranges.
Secretary Barnes of the Territorial
Cattle Growers' association, suggests
a compromise measure, in case the bill
fails, that doubtless will go through.
It is that the cattlemen of the territory pay an additional mill taxes, and
that this amount go to the payment of
the salaries of seven or eight rangers
to be under the supervision of the cattle sanitary board and the Cattle
Growers' association.
Governor Otero has signed the bill
changing the county seat of Torrance
county froni Progreso to Estancia and
increasing the area of the county, and
a bill providing for the salaries of the
judge and the district clerk of the
Sixth judicial district. .

THREW AWAY LARGE SUM.

THE SINGERS

Smoke Cost Poor German Workman
a Small Fortune.
Not many months ago in Berlin a
workingman stepped Into the shop of
a poor widow and asked permission
to light his pipe. Drawing a piece of
paper from his pocket, he made a
spill of it, lit his pipe, and throwing
down the charred paper walked away
with a word of thanks.: On the following morning the "widow, while
sweeping her shop floor, picked up

BY HENRY 7. LONGFELLOW
SENT His singers upon earth,
With SOneS of RadneRS and nf mirth
That they mizht touch th henrta n't tnn
A TI H hrlncr thrnn Votr
TT
i
OD
1

"ií

The first, a youth with soul of fire,
Held in his hand a golden lyre;
Through groves he wandered, and by streams,
Playing the music of our dreams. '

OBI

the discarded and partly burnt paper
and, recognizing it as a lottery ticket,
put it in her pocket.
She had almost forgotten the Incident whep she chanced to see a list
of the winning numbers in a great lottery drawing; then it flashed on her
that she hád somewhere part of a
ticket which might possibly be entitled to a prize. She discovered the
crumpled paper and to her amazement found that it bore the number
to which the first prize of $50,000 had
been awarded. What the feelings of
the workman must have been if ever
he discovered how much that pipe had
cost him may be left to the

The second, with a bearded face,
Stood singing in the market-place- ,
And stirred with accents deep and loud
The hearts of all the listening crowd.

gray old man, the third and last,
Sang in cathedrals dim and vast.
While the majestic organ rolled
Contrition from its mouths of gold.
A

And those who heard the singers three
Disputed which the best might be;
For still their music seemed to start
Discordant echoes in each heart.
But the great Master said: "I see
No best in kind, but in degree;
I gave a various gift to each,
To charm, to strengthen, and to teach.
"These are the three
And he whose ear is
Will hear no discord
But the most perfect

For Pulling Teeth.

great chords of might.
tuned aright
in the three,
harmony."

tffkf,iim'",'',':

"

"

The Russian Peasant.
The Rev. Dr. George Washburn, who
lived in Constantinople for forty-siyears and has just retired from the
presidency of Roberts College, has
traveled much In Russia and made a
close study of the Russian peasant,
j To
the casual observer the moujlk Is
uncouth and uninteresting, but he is,
in Dr. Washburn's oninion. the most
interesting peasant in all Europe. In
religion he is an idealist. He has little
knowledge of the scriptures, althrough
the Russian government favors their
circulation, but when he studies the
Bible, the teaching of the brotherhood
of man is that which most appeals to
him. In many instances this ideal
teaching has been followed to what
would in this country be considered
absurd lengths.
The peasants believe most thoroughly in their religion, and carry that
belief to the extreme that they consider the Russian orthodox church the
only true Christian faith. It is argued
by them that the Christian religion
was first given to the Latin races, but
those races failed to extend It throughout the world. Then the Germanic
races received the mission, but they,
too, in Russian opinion, have failed,
Now, it is held, the time is ripe for the
Slavonic races to take up the work
and the true Slav confidently expecto
that in order to carry out the mission,
it will be his duty to conquer all

Í
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Insects In Borneo.
The worst insect infested neighbor
hood in the world Is the coast of Borneo. The streams of that region are,
at certain seasons, unnavigable
of the clouds of insects which
fill the air and make life unbearable.
be-caus-

TRIBUTE TO GREAT POET.
Farmer Willingly Admitted That
Shakespeare "Knowed Hoss."
Apropos of the appearance of Julia
Marlowe and E. H. Sothern in Shakespearean plays this season, somebody
revived this tale of a country editor,
and a farmer whose specialty was
horses. The tale is one of many to
illustrate the universality of the bard's
knowledge. This old horseman loved
the animals as they deserve to be
loved, and their fine points were an
open book to him. This is the way
the country editor describes the incident:
"One day I read to Loflin that was
the farmer's name this description of
a horse in 'Venus and Adonis':
Round-hoofe-

short-jointe-

d,

fetlocks

d,

shag and long,
Broad breast, full eye, small' head, and
nostrils wide,
High crest, short ears, straight legs, and
passing strong.
tall, broad buttock.
Thick mane, thick
,
Under
what a horse should have, he did
not lack.
Save a proud rider on so proud a back.
" 'Sol,' said I, 'what do you think of
'

hide,-Look-

that?'

" 'You kin buy a horse from that
description if you didn't know one
from a
mule,' said he.
dod-blaste-

d

'Who writ it?'
" 'Shakespeare.'
" 'Who's Shakespeare?'
" 'An English poet.'
" 'Wall, I don't know who Shape-spear- o
was and don't go much on
poetry, but ef yoo ever see Shakespeare tell him fur Sol Loflin that he
knowed hoss."'

Enigmatical But True.
Visitors to the old cemeteries in
New England often meet with queer
epitaphs as they pass among the de-- ;
cayed
and crumbling headstones.
Here is one to be seen on one in the
cemetery or "burying hill," as the
guides call the spot In Plymouth,
Mass:
Here's to the memory of Mary Trexton.
Who married many a man but never
vexed one,
Not to be said of the woman who lies In
the next one.
The grave is only about a hundred
feet from the Charlotte Cushman

memorial, where her parents are buried, although her interment place is
In the Mount Auburn cemetery, Boston. Around Mary Trexton's grave
are those of her three husbands,
whose deaths preceded hers. In the
next grave lies the body of a woman
whom the guide declared was a spinster, hence the force of truth in the
epitaph noted.

AT THE TOMB OF GROTIUS.

First Burial at Rostock, but He Was
Finally Laid in Delft, Holland.
The first burial place of Grotiu was
at Rostock near the German coast,
and there, before the high altar of its
great church today, Is sacreuly preserved, as an honor to Germany, the
tomb in which his body was temporarily enshrined.
But his wish had been to rest In his f, fair
m'éíI.TTÍ.Ti
ti,iil.i.liri.t if ' Am ..iinil
.i
native soil, says Andrew D. White in
Less than a century ago this turnthe Atlantic, and, after a time, his remains were conveyed to the Nether- key arrangement was used to pull
lands. It is hard to believe, and yet teeth.
In the sixteenth century teeth were
it is recorded, that as his coffin was
by a sort of cant hook.
extracted
borne through the city of Rotterdam,
stones were thrown at it by the bigotMotor Ice Boat.
ed mob; finally it was laid in a crypt
way a Long Island pais
Here
the
beneath the church of Delft, his birthper
a recently constructed
describes
place.
motor
"Quite a curiosity is
Few monuments are more suggesta boat owned by Ketcham & Howland
ive to the thinking traveler than that
of Eastpo'rt, which they have built to
ancient cathedral. There lie the use on
the ice. It is a flat bottom
bones of men who took the lead in
with steer runners, and in the place
saving the Dutch republic and civil of a center board they have a wheel,
liberty from the bigotry of Spain. with a number of steel claws, attached
Above all, in the apse, towers the to a
shaft connected to a
canopied tomb of William the Silent
motor, taken from their large
sculptured
marble and molten fishing boat, in which they install &
bronze showing forth the majesty of larger motor for next summer use.
his purpose and the gratitude of his This power boat is a very fast goer,
people. Hard by, in a quiet side aisle, the ordinary
is no company
is the modest tomb of Grotius, its in- for It, as a mile a minute is an every,
scription simple and touching.
day occurrence."
Each of these two great men was a
leader in the service of liberty and
Would Tax Women's Dresses.
justice; each died a martyr to unTo raise money for the French treasreason. Both are risen from the dead, ury
the municipal council of La Cour-tin- e
and live forevermore in modern libgravely proposes that a tax should
erty, civil and religious in modern
be levied on every dress a woman poslaw fatal to tyranny, in modern in- sesses
oyer and above one for everystitutions destructive to intolerance, day wear and one for Sundays
and
and, above all, in the heart and mind
days.
fete
of every man who worthily

A FELLOW FEELING.

Why She Felt Lenient Towards the

?'

ice-boa- f:

four-horsepow-

Ice-bo-

at

under-

takes to serve the nobler purposes of
bis country or the larger interests of
his race.

Catch the Flies.
"

'

Drunkard.
A great deal depends on the point of
view. A good temperance woman was
led, in a very peculiar way, to revise
her somewhat harsh judgment of the
poor devil who cannot resist his cups
and she is now the more charitable.
She writes:
"For many years I was a great suf- ferer from asthma. Finally my health
got so poor that I found I could not lie
down, but walked the floor whilst others slept. I got so nervous I could not

rest anywhere.
"Specialists told me I must give up
the use of coffee the main thing that
I always thought gave me some relief.
I consulted our family physician, and
he, being a coffee fiend himself, told
me to pay no attention to their advice. Coffee had such a charm for me
that in passing a restaurant and getting a whiff of the fragrance 1 could
not resist a cup. I felt very lenient
towards the drunkard who could not
pass the saloon.' Friends often urged
me to try Postum, but I turned a.. deaf
ear, saying, 'That may do for people to
whom coffee is harmful, but not for
me coffee and I will never part.'
"At last, however, I bought a package of Postum, although I was sure I
could not drink it. I prepared it as
directed, and served it for breakfast.
Well, bitter as I was against it, I
must say that never before had I
tasted a more delicious cup of coffee!
From that day to this (more than two
years) I have never had a desire for
the old coffee. My health soon returned; the asthma disappeared, I began to sleep well and in a short time
I gained 20 pounds in weight.
"One day I handed my physician
the tablets he had prescribed for me,
telling him I had no use for them. He
stayed for dinner. When I passed him
his ooice cup he remarked: T am glad
to see you were sensible enough not
to let yourself be persuaded that coffee
was harmful. This is the best cup of
coffee I ever drank, he continued;
'the trouble is so few people know
how to make good coffee.' When he
got his second cup I told him he was
drinking Postum. He was incredulous, but I convinced him, and now he
uses nothing but Postum in his home
and has greatly improved in health."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle

Attempting Too Much.
r
The worst
is he
who attempts too many tasks and does
not properly perform any one of them.
At the close of day if such an one
would look back and exercise a littly
reason he would soon discover why he
was not called higher in his occura-tion- .
It is the employer who finishes
his task properly that is valued he
most. Incomplete work is the bane of
many establishments Many expend
a tremendous amount of energy and
for the lack of proper training m the
first place they waste their time and
Creek, Mich.
do not satisfy an employer. The hardLook in each package for the faIn the spider's web it is the glutinworking competent employes must ous beads,
mous
little book, "The Road to Well
here shown as seen through
often drag their companions along on the microscope,
that catch the victims. ville."
the pay roll.
energy-destroye-

e

NO

WOMEN OF INDIA TOIL HARD.

SLEEP FOR MOTHER

Baby Covered With Sores and Scales
Could Not Tell What She
Looked Like Marvelous
'
Cure by Cuticura.

"At four months old my baby's face
and body were so covered with sores
and large scales you could not tell
twhat she looked like. No child ever
ihad a worse case. Her face was being
eaten away, and even her finger nails
fell off. It itched so she could not
sleep, and for many weary Lights we
could get no rest. At last we got
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. The
sores began to heal at once, and she
could sleep at night, and in one month
'
she had not one sore on her face or
body. Mrs. Mary Sanders, 709 Spring
St., Camden, N. J."
Army Service for Women.
A military man, writing for the
'Washington Post, says that Emperor
William of Germany has devised a
most remarkable scheme, of profound
interest to women throughout the civilized world, the ultimate aim of which
lis nothing more nor less than rendering the fair sex liable to compulsory
service in ' the, army. True, he does
not propose that they should swell the
,

ranks

of his mounted body of Amazons

Have to Share In Endless Struggle
for Existence With Men.
In the lower stratum of Hindu society women do not live the life of luxury and ease that is common among
the upper classes, says the Calcutta
Statesman. The great masses of small
farmers, artisans and coolies earn
so meager a livelihood that their live?
are merely an endless struggle for
existence, in which their wives have
of necessity to do their share.
Not only is this true in the domestic
affairs to which the women must attend, but not infrequently they are
called upon to do the work of men,
upon occasions even hiring out to perform various tasks, such as, hauling a
roller up a steep incline, doing mountain road repairing work. The team
grasping the tugs fastened to either
side of the huge heavy roller, drag it
along th'e steep mountain road. While
there workers perform their toilsome
task, oftentimes there are men standing by who far various reasons may
not lend their assistance. One per
,

haps is an overseer, another a water
seller a trade In Itself while others
might be perfectly willing to carry
hods, chop wood, or carry burdens
but haul' a" roller? Nay, nay! their
caste would forbid it!
A curious custom obtains among
the Goorgs. When one of them kills
a tiger or a panther, be is married
to the dead animal, .regardless of its
sex. Propped upou a framework oí
wood and bamboo, the animal is carried in procession and the marriage
ritual is strictly obsérved, while lavish hospitality is dispensed.

which he is alone among European
sovereigns to possess; nor does he intend that they should be called upon
to shoulder the rifle, to wield the sa-- ;
ber, or to serve the guns. But he has
in view the fulfillment of those particular duties in connection with the
departments of the army,
such as, for instance, hospital work,
clerical work, the preparation of supplies, etc., for all of which a training,
to be furnished by the government, Is FEARFUL SIGHT AT LIAOYANG.
required.
Horrors of the Battlefield Depicted in
True Colors.
Took It All Back.
Never will the few foreigners who
An excited military looking man en- saw the battlefield of Liaoyang on the
tered the editorial sanctum of the morning of September 4 be able to
Odessa (Missouri) Democrat, exclaim- dismiss from their memories the fearing: "That notice of my death is false, ful sights they witnessed. Already,
sir. I will horsewhip you within an in the mists of early morning, huninch of your life, sir, if you don't apoli dreds and
hundreds of crematory fires
ogize in your next issue." The editor
plain. Just a layer of firedotted
the
Inserted the following the next day:
wood,
a layer of dead bodies, and
then
"We regret to announce that the paragraph which stated that Major Blazer above them another covering of fuel.
As the flames crackled the dead shrank
was dead is without foundation."
and shriveled and rose up, tortured,
to sink back in ashes, while hideous
Earliest Green On lona.
The John A. Salzer Seed Co., La Crosse, skulls, with empty sockets, grinned
Wis., always have something new, some- through the quivering heat. The air
thing valuable. This year they offer reeked with the . fumes of burning
among their new money making vege- flesh, and the smoke blew scalding
tables, an Earliest Gresn Eating Onion.
It is a winner, Mr. Farmer and Gardener! into one's eyes. Fuel was scarce and
the dead numbered thousands, so as
many more of the stiffened corpses
were thrown thudding into the hollow
trenches, in rows a hundred yards
long, and covered from sight with a
JUST SEND THIS NOTICE AND 160.
blanket of earth. The living, gaunt
and they will send you their big plant and and tired, shuffled stumbllngly as they
seed catalog, together with enough seed
wearily dragged in the dead to pyre
to grow
and pit, or piled up the rifles and am1,000 fine, solid Cabbages,
2,000 rich, iuicy Turnips,
munition belts of comrades who had
2,000 blanching, nutty Celery,
served
their country for the last time
2,000 rich, buttery Lettuce,
luto huge stacks. Poor chaps!
1,000 splendid Onions,
1,000 rare, luscious Radishes,
Eleven days of a carnival of war, and,
1.000 gloriously brilliant Flowers.
after all, they had failed to accomIn all over 10,000 plants this great offer plish their great purpose the forcing
is made to get you to test their warranted
of Kouropatkin into a decisive battle.
vegetable seeds and
William Dinwiddle's War Corr
160
POSTAGE,
ALL FOB BUT
spondence,
in Leslie's Weekly.
providing you will return this notice, and
non-combata-

if you will send them 26c in postage, they
will add to the above a big package of
Salzers Fourth of July Sweet Corn the
earliest on earth 10 days earlier than
Cory,Peep o' Day, First of All, etc. W.N.U.

Changes.
Mourn, O rejoicing heart!
The hours are flying;
Each one some treasure takes.
Each one some blossom breaks.
And leaves it dying;
The chill dark night draws ,near,
Thy sun will soon depart,
And leave thee sighing;
Then mourn, rejoicing heart
The hours are flying.
,

,

Too Much Like Swearing.

The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union of Carbondale, Pennsylvania,
has In resolutions noting that more
and more women are making use of
such expressions as "My Lord," and
"Good Heavens," declared that this is
"swearing" among women. A resolution looking to its suppression was
passed.

TEA

Rejoice. O grieving heart!
The hours fly fast!
With each some sorrow dies.
With each some shadow flies.
Until at last
The red dawn in the East
Bids weary "night depart.
And pain is past.
Rejoice, then, grieving heart.
The hours fly fast.
Adelaide Anne Proctor.

Adopt American System.
Get -- lb. Schilling's Best,
The London fire department has 1
beer, experimenting with the AmerK
and follow directions.
can "quick hitch.'! system and is delighted with it. One company boasts
lüf every package of Schilling'! Best Tea U ft
booklet: Eow to Make Good Tea.
that it can now hitch up in fifteen seconds. From three to four seconds ;s'
The man who has to struggle .for a J New York time,
living acquires a superior education.

SOLICITUDE

FELT

FOR MILITIA

Congressman Fears They Will Suffer
if Quartered In Tents But the
Washington Post Thinks Tents Pretty Good for Soldiers.
"A miltary member of the Inauguration committee" has been quoted as
saying that the weather in early
March next will be 'loo cold to allow
the quartering of the troops in tents."
Herein the gentleman refers to the
quartering of such militia as may come
to Washington for the purpose of participating in the inauguration of President' Roosevelt. It is a proposition
which will interest survivors of the
Civil War.
During the midwinter campaigns of
the early '60s, in the Ozarks, the Appalachian ranges, among the snows
and storms of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, Arkansas and Mississippi, the soldier
who had a tent, thought himself especially fortunate. Although he had to
pitch it in a blizzard, and to dig
through frozen crusts for the material
of his camp fire, the right to use a tent
for purposes of sleep appealed to him
as the accomplished dream of happiness. Now, however, we are told that
here, in Washington, after every leisurely preparation, with all conceivable equipment of comfort and security,
a tent will be "too cold" for the reserve
soldiery of the United States and In
,

ft.

March at that!
It may be so. But in that case, either the tents of
are miserable
travesties on the tents of forty years
ago' or the soldiers of 1905 are infinitely more deserving of solicitude
than were their grandfathers, who
fought and bled and shivered and
mounstarved on every storm-swep- t
tain side within the sphere of war. Just
how this is, we do not undertake to
say. Indeed, we fear the worst.
to-da- y

Washington Post.

THERE IS JUST ONE SURE WAY.
Dodd's Kidney
down People.
Kidneys and
.
people. What
Duffey

say:

Nora,

Ind.,

AN OLD MAN'S TRIBUTE.
An Ohio

Fruit Raiser, 78 Years Old,
Cured of a Terrible Case After Ten
Years of Suffering.
Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor, Ohio, says: "I was cured by Doan's
Kidney Pills of a severe case of kid
ney trouble, of
eight or' ten
years' standing.
I suffered the
most severe
backache

and:

other pains in
the region of,
the kidneys.
These were especially severe
when stooping
to lift anything,

Sidney Justus.
and often I could hardly straighten
my back. The aching was bad in the
daytime, but just as bad at night, and
I was always lame in the morning.
I
was bothered with rheumatic Dains
and dropsical swelling of the feet. The
urinary passages were painful, and the
secretions were discolored and so free
that often I had to rise at night. I
felt tired, all day. Half a box served
to relieve me, and three boxes effected
a permanent cure."
A TRIAL FREE. Address Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. - For sale
by all dealers. Price 50 cents.

Mother (firmly, to little daughter
who is about to have a tooth drawn)
Now, May, if you cry I'll never take
you to a dentist's again!
Feet Comfortable Ever Since.

"I suffered for years with my feet. A friend
FOOT-EASrecommended ALLEN'S
I used two boxes of the powder, and my feci
have been entirely comfortable ever since.
E.

is certainly a godALLEN'S FOOT-EASsend to me. Wm. L. Swormstedt, Washington, D. C." Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
E

You - may have observed
that the
man is seldom willing to do
Pills build up Run- i vrithings
he is constantly telling
the
They make healthy jiaers tney snouid do.
that means healthy
'
Mr. and Mrs. J. L.

TEA

,

Feb. 6th.

(Special)

The aroma of tea fine tea

That the sure way of building up
is almost enough to define
n
men and women is to put
their kidneys in good working order is
the word to a dead man.
shown by the experience of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph L. Duffey of this place.
The fellow that is going to do wonBoth were weak and worn and
keeps quiet
derful things
Kidney
They used Dodd's
about what he did yesterday.
pills and y
both enjoy the best
$100 Reward, $100.
of health.
The
this paper win be pleased to lean
readers
very
weak that there Is atofleast
Mr. Duffey says: "I was
one dreaded disease that science
everycum In all Its stages, and that la
been
bas
to
able
and almost past going. I tried
Catarrh. Hall's Caiurrh Curo Is the only positive
thing which people said was good but cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a constitutional rtlcaxe. requires a constitugot no benefit till I tried Dodd's Kid- being
tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inevery
ney Pills. They helped me in
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous
of the system, thereby destroying the
way and I am strong and well now." surfaces
foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
run-dow-

dis-spirite- d.

to-da-

by building op the constitution and analst-InMrs. Duffey says: "I was so bad strength
nature In doing Its work. The proprietors bar
much faith In Us curative powers that they offer
that if anybody would lay down a so
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It falls to
string I felt I could not step over it. cure.
Send fur list of testimonials,
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Since taking Dodd's Kidney Pills I
Bold by all Druggists. 75c.
can run and jump fences."
Take Hall's Family Tills for constipation.
Healthy kidneys insure pure blood;
It's awful tiresome to have to be a
Dodd's Kidney Pills insure healthy bad
as you feel you ought, to live up to
kidneys.
g

"Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Kemedy
Mistress Mary, these banisters al- saved
my Ufe! I had dyspepsia and kidney disease."
ways seem dusty. I was at Mrs. John- tt
Senator Albert HerrltC, Park Place, N. Y.'ll a bottle.
son's today and hers are as bright and
smooth as glass. Mary She has tnree
When a young man embraces a girl
he shows his love for her in a roundsmall boys, mum.
about way.
.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All drug. W.
gist refund the money If It falls to cure.
Grove's signature is oa each box. 25c.

TEA

She That young lady makes a great is an insubstantial thing but
deal of money but she never has any
,
attention from men. He It's proba- a most substantial comfort
bly her own fault; why doesn't she let
Some women are afraid in the dark
them know that she's making it.
and others are more afraid in the light.

f

The Great Nonesuch Remedy

ST.

The old monk cure, strong,
straight, sure, has for a larga
part of a century battled with

JACO

AchesandPains

Oil,

and conquered

,

the world over.
'
and 50c.

.

Prlco 25c.

This was allowed, and Nlccolo was
growing wealthy, ""to the scandal of
the Venetians. Yet' their word had
been given, so, instead of annulling
the privilege, it was ordered that
henceforth all executions should take
place between the columns. That destroyed the gambling monopoly, for
henceforth it was considered a place

TT
KILLED BEAR WITH A ROCK.
Two

Nevada Indians Had an Unpleasant Experience.
Two Indians were attacked by a
large black bear on Berry creek in
White Pine county, Nevada, yesterday,
and after a desperate fight they suc(Special Correspondence.)
ceeded in killing the enraged animal
'
One by one the ancient structures of on as many triuniphal arches in the of ill omen.
with a rock. The fight was unequal
Europe, after centuries of neglect, are Eternal City. That Constantine took
The treasures in St. Mark's itself and the Indians were torn and cut in
falling into decay. Westminster abbey them off to Constantinople to grace would require a very considerable cat- a terrible manner by the claws of the
has fallen a victim to the gases of his hippodrome. It is definitely known', alogue to merely suggest their vari- huge beast.
London, and is being repaired; the however, that when the Venetians ety and value. Begun in the year 830,
The bear was sleeping in the wilnoble Alhambra.-.thmonument left sacked Constantinople, after the siege the first church was destroyed by lows along the bank of the stream
by the Moors as a legacy to Spain, in the year 1203, the four horses were fire in 97C. Subsequently it was re- when the Indians, who were fishing,
has almost surrendered to the ravages transported to Venice and set up on built, and the building as we know it came upon it. The animal rushed at
of time and neglect; two years ago St. Mark's. When Napoleon was con- was consecrated in 1085. During its them with an angry growl and sucthe majestic Campanile, in Venice, quering Italy he, with his Dark Ages building every vessel that sailed to ceeded In knocking one of the Indiana
crumbled into dust in the Piazza San ideas, packed off the horses with such the East was obliged to bring a con- senseless with a blow of its paw.
Marco, almost without warning, and other treasures as his artistic taste tribution for St. Mark's. Within it
The beast then closed with the othnow the glory of Venice, the beautiful dictated to Paris. From 1797 until are more than 500 pillars of rare Ori- er redskin and endeavored to draw
Church of San Marco, 1815 the horses were In Paris, for ental marbles and some of the finest him within reach of .Its open jaws.
which was venerable even when the with the eclipse of the first emperor Byzantine mosaics. Within the bap- The Indian fought with great bravery,
republic on the Adriatic was in the the various countries he had plun- tistry the mass of granite which forms but was about to surrender to the
dered requested the return of the loot,
beast when his companion regained
and the king of France, whom they
consciousness and rushed to his aid
had restored to his throne, could not
with a large rock.
very well refuse.
, He struck the bear at the base of
the skull and stunned it, and before
Familiar for Centuries.
it could recover crushed its skull wltb
The three cedar pili, or flagstaffs,
the rock. San Francisco Call.
which rise from the pavement of, the
square in front of the church to above
Remarkable English Clock.
the bronze horses, have been familiar
f
".? Til
c''J
objects for centuries. In the old days
the banners of Cyprus, Candia and the
i
"foil u
.
Morea floated from them, recalling
'
!?
the victories of the Venetians, but
now on Sundays and festivals the Italian colors float from them.
U- -J
mm in Xmv
;
t
3
Íj
Another interesting object of the
square is the clock of the Torreo dell'
"
h it
Orologio, on the top of which two
bronze figures of Moors strike a bell
3 Mis' .
'
'
IE 1i Ií
i ft
with each hour. The legend has it
1
f
one
t
of
these
of
tollers
l
hour
that
the
ininafii.S
rtWiwMtti
is a murderer. Once upon a time a
1 r
poor workman, unconscious that hour
was about to be tolled, got within
reach of one of the figures, and being
struck with the swinging hammer.
was thrown to his death in the square
Pulpit, Cathedral of St. Mark.
below. The clock is not only a work
Clock Tower.
altar is said to be the stone on
the
heyday of its power, is found to be in of art, but gives a variety of informa- which Christ stood when he preached
tion. Its dial is of blue and gold,' and
to the people of Tyre. The altar
danger of collapse.
upon it are told not only the Italian
and
report
Manfred!
screen dates back to 1105, when it was
of Prof.
The
run
which
One to twenty-foufrom
hours,
submitted,
brought from Constantinople. The
recently
Signor Marangoni,
quarters
moon
the
of
but
the
about
bronze gates and
high altar, with-itsave some alarming information
position
signs
of
twelve
and
the
of
the
once
adorned the
marble columns,
Uie condition of St. Mark's. The
On
story,
upper
zodiac.
above
the
the
ConstantinoSophia
in
Church of St.
greatest danger to this basilica is in
A clock with moving figures showthe dial, is a gigantic lion, and be- ple. There will also, be found in St. ing the flagellation of
Christ is on exthe foundations, which have been con- neath
a gilded statue' of the Virgin
Mark's the famous picture of the Vir- hibition at London, England. The
stantly giving way in divers direc- Mary. itDuring
the month of May, at gin believed to have been painted by hour dial is at the feet of the captive,
tions. All the walls show such cracka
hours,
certain
door near this figure St. Luke.
who is bound to a post surmounted by
ing and weakening that it leads to the opens
Magi
appear, pass beand
the
a rotating band, on which the quarter-conclusion that under the magnificent
fore her, salute her with their crowns
hours
conTheological
Criticism.
is
are engraved. As the hour
mosaic
and
of
marble
dress
The Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott's pro- strikes,, the scourges of the soldiers
cealed the most alarming decrepitude. and disappear by another door.
nouncement as to tLe First Cause rise and fall.
So bad is the condition of the vaults
Columns.
History
of
the
to be the leading theme of
Apocalypse
continues
called the Paradise and
columns
The
of
St.
like
Mark's,
dispute, and no two of
restheological
definite
that their complete and
Small uxen.
square,
everything
have
about
the
agree
in their interpretanecessary.
is
his critics
It
greatest
toration is absolutely
One of the
their history. They form a sort of tion of its exact meaning and signifi- among the domesticated curiosities
a miracle that they maintain their open
animals of
door from the molo, and are the cance. All of which recalls the old
equilibrium.
Ceylon is a breed of cattle known to
objects which
attract the Scotch toast: "The new meenis-ter- . the zoologist as the "sacred running
That St. Mark's be preserved is no first
stranger
enters
who
Venice
from the
Sax days in the week he's invees-ibl- oxen." They are the dwarfs of the
longer merely a question for Venice
colsea.
were
originally
There
three
and on the seventh he's Incom- whole ox family, the largest specito answer, for artistically that gloriumns,
of
brought
from
the
islands
prehensible." Boston Herald (Ind:). mens of the species never exceeding
ous treasure belongs to the world.
archipelago
in 1127, but one sank
the
Venice
a
without
of
30 inches in height.
can
conceive
Who
entirely
sight
out
of
never
So Enjoyable.
and
has
Not
which
basilica,
under
this grand old
been recovered. For half a century
Friend Your wedding breakfast
Walking Lizard.
lie buried the remains of the
on
no
one
two
shore,
laid
the
for
was a delightful affair.
saint in whose honor the ed- the
ifice was raised? It is the loadstone
of the Place or Piazza of St Mark,
and the Place of St. Mark, as Mr. How-ell- s
has told those of us who did not
know it, is the heart of Venice.

Famous Structure Decays
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Treasury of Art.
St. Mark's is more than, a church; It
is a treasury of art, for in the Middle
Ages, when the fleets of the Venetians
ruled the seas, in the days when
Turks were to be fought in those religious wars known as Crusades, when
the shores of the eastern Mediterranean were kept' in order by the republic of the Adriatic, the choicest spoils
from every sacked city or town were
brought to Venice and added to the
art treasures of St. Mark's.' Of these,
perhaps the most notable are the four
antique bronze horses which ornament
the facade. Each of them weighs a
ton, and their origin is still unknown.
It Is said that they were treasures
of Alexandria, and were carried to
Rome by Augustus after he defeated
Marc Antony in SO B. C. It is also said
titt five Romas emperors placed tfcezn

.....

Some lizards are able to. walk upon
their hind legs, of which the most
remarkable example is the frilled- - lizFamous Bridge of Sighs.
ard of Australia, a powerful form,
Mr. Honeymoon (with a sIgh)Yes, which attains a length of about three
could raise them. Thfin the Doge Sefeet. Should danger threaten, it
bastian Giani promised to grant the but we've had others since.
on its hind limbs with-- considrequest of anyone who would place
speed
for as far as thirty or
erable
Life.
Niccolo,
A
position.
The
Strenuous
certain
them in
in
a half crouching attiforty
feet
busy.
us
keeps
sucMama
He
blackleg,"
who was called "the
fore limbs hanging
with
the
tude,
get
can
Yes,
Papa
You
priviindeed.
all
ceeded, and then requested the
the
frill folded
remarkable
down
and
the"
you
colamusing
need
exercise
8
lege of gambling between the
Up(:..,
baby.
titons, for it was roroiaaen in enice.
I
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"

el curso del tiempo tubo la
dicha de ver una de esas . angelicas criaturas.'' "Que es esta co-- .
s,a padre?" preguntó el joven.
"Esta cosav hijo 'mío, es ."una mujer"
Issued the MrsfrÉacííÍd'Sil.
respondió el padre, al joven. Las
primeras palabras que el joven dir
Albx, S. Bushkevitz,
en eeguida, fueron: "Padre.' yo
jo'
. Editor and Manager.
quiero una de esas cosas."
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NOTAS GENERALES
Por muchos años pasados no se
había esprimentado un tiempo tan
estraño y variable como este, en
forma de neblinas y candelias, que
no es otra cosa mas que frío y
muy detrimentál

á los creadores de

ganado. Esperamos que este mal
tiempo cámbie, y nos
primavera temprana y
cate verde.
.

El gobierno federal debia de ha-cuna ley permitiendo á toda persona que perdió en total ó en parte su
terrenos ya entrados ó patentados, de hacer nuevas entradas
en cualesquiera otro lugar en terreno del gobierno. No carecería
de patriotismo y , humanidad por
nuestros representantes en el Congreso.- Uo memorial hecho por nuestros legisladores pidiendo ; "al . presente Congreso no carecería de buen
tino á ese efecto.

llegue una
mucho za-

11,
Proyecto
fué
No.
declarado muerto en la Cámara de
cual llebaba de
Representantes,
propuesto borrar los $200.oo exentos en la asesasion de los cabezas
de familias. ' Esto es recebido con
placer; por el púeblo de este Territorio. Si tal trabajo es hecho seguido hasta el cerrarce la session,
el púeblo los recibiría ' con '
palabras que dicen, "bien
tú
buen y bondadoso sirhécho,
viente.

El

;

,

Hay personas, casi en todas localidades, y esta no se queda muy
atrás, que hacen el papel de
independientes,
altivas y EL Cuerpo de Directorei de este
posit- distrito, tuvieron una junta el
6 un hasta quieren .hacerse
á Miércoles,' en una sesión especial,
y
determinadas,
ejecutivas
iva,
tal estremo de que desearian ser para considerar la leva da 2
y
para comprar banco
reconocidas' á !a cabeza de todo lo
que
y
en
la
saben
no
adicionales
hacer mejoras ,
que allí existe,
están llenas de egoísmo, orgullo y casa nueva de escuelas. Present a
extravagancia que no es en lo mas estaban Win, C. Roy, Presidente;
y J.
t mínimo acceptable á sus vecinos, A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretario;
por el orgullo que muestan y apa- - D. McGrath, Miembro. El Cuerpo
orgu-llosa-

s,

,

;

s,'

'

.

todo votó en favor, y combinieron,
además que el ' censo por el año
';. De ,1a plaza
de Roy á Sanchez, de lí)05 sea tomado.
en el Río Colorado, hay solamente 22
Las Señoras de Roy están proEl púeblo d e
mili as de distancia.
Sánchez y la buena ayuda que re- poniendo un gran entretenimiento
"Es-lcibieron de los habitantes de Roy, pura el dia "de San Patricio.
por haber un bonito baile con
trabajarán un camino excelente que
conducirá há ambas plazas, y la refreseos de toda especie, y algunas
prueba de ello es que el mayór nu- otras casas tales come una rifa en
;
mero de los hombres de negocios 'barril dé fúrtuná, " todov para be
de ese lugar tienen su trato aqui, neficio "dé nuestra Capilla eüRoy.
y no hay un solo día de la sema- La SrasV St Vrain, Wilcox," Bald:
na que no se vean carros cargados win v la Sra. Bushkevitz, están
de víveres para Sanchez. El De- á la cabeza del movimiento. Tam
'
legado .Andrews, debería ayudar al bién, tendrán otra conferencia an
' l
) i.r
s tes de ese , tiempo:
.:
'
establecimiento de una Ruta de
de esta plaza á Sanchez.
Nuestro enérgico y cumplido Al
guacil Mayor, el Hon. J. D. Me
Se nos informa que muy buenos
há' cambiado su residencia de
de carbon piedra se dina,
prospectos
Wagon Mound & la Cañada de
'
hán descubierto 20 millas al OrienTata Vegué, 'adonde lo llama la
te de esta plaza, y que los cabaatención de; sus grandes ' negocios
lleros Cesario García y los Señode ganado Mayór y ' Ménór.' ' Alli
res Armijos, son los afortunados.
há dejado á nuestro asistente edi
Se dice que es una veta muy ritor á cargo v de la oficina en
ca, que pagara el descubrimiento, Wagon Mound. Cualquiera perso
mas no sabemos si es terreno prina con negocio puede derejirse á
vado ó terreno del Gobierno. Hay Patricio Sanchez, Diputado Supeleyes existentes que enseñan la
rior, en Mora, ó á Blas Sanchez,
manera de adquerirse posesión le- Dip. regular, afuera, con estafeta
'
gal por esta clase de terreno. Los en Wagon Móund.
afortunados descubridores no deben
de abandonar este negocio y ver
"Los hombres nacen,' palabra
que el titulo del lugar se les pueen la mente
da perfeccionár en su favor. Quie- que debe ser impresa
llegue
cuando
que
joven
todo
de
ra Dios y asi sea, mucho, mejór
hucuan
para esta localidad y para nues- á ser hombre, no importa
si es ho
tros amigos que hán hécho el ' des- milde sea. de nacimiento,
y
es
industrioso
tiene
valor,
nesto,
cubrimiento.
'
tiene ambición, cuando llegue á
la edad madura del hombre, no
Una Gazeta que se pública me- puede f menos Vque1' obtener succeso
ntalmente en los Estados, nos di- en la vida, y "por este medio adce de "un joven que llego á ser
quirir honór y Riquezas; Los homhombre sin haber tenido el gusto,
bre, dé' negocios'' mas prominentes
jamás, de haber visto á una mujer,
ricuci

pot auuai.

:

á

cor-reo-

,

'

;

.

fueron creados poOld Age.
bres, nacidos de padres humildes,'
It Is not inconceivable that a beganándose 25 centavos al dia. Há- ing endowed with
reason, siould
gase remenicencia de un Benjamín waste a few years of
feverish
íYanklia," de- RockfeHery- Carnegie,"
and dissipation, the' vital
Thomas R. Thorne, M. Ward, stock which was
intended to last
y centenares de otros.
Sobre va- him through eighty years? We
see
lor y honestidad no hay desdicha. him from twerty to thirty years of
age, with what he calls "pleasure"
from
fifty to sixty, rheumatic, slow
Nuevo Mexico
Admitido Est&do. of movement, and void of spirit.
The Cardinal de Salís, Arch BiNuevo y exico há sido admitido shop of Seville, who died at the
como estado por el Congreso de age of one hundred and ten years,
los Estados Unidos. El púeblo de being asked just before his death,
Nuevo Mexico tiene razón muy by what means he had continued to
justa de sentirse orgulloso con no- live so long and happy a life, reticias tan alagueñas. Viva el pue- plied:
El púeblo
blo de Nuevo Mexico!
"By being old when I was
no debe vacilar ni un momento en young. I find myself young now
votar en favor de una buena cons- that I am old." He did not mean
titución.
by the phrase "being old when I
NOTA- - Ha consecuencia de que recebi-mo- s was
old," that he deprived himself
la noticia de arriba demaceado tarde,
the
plasures of youth. The hia tiempo de hir a lá prensa, nos es imposi- of
ghest and sweetest pleasures of
ble dar mas particulares sobre el asunto.
youth, prepare for the highest and
sweetest pleasures of old age.
, Raymundo Mondragon, abrirá un
Lunch Counter en la Cantina de
NINE WAYS TO COMMIT SUICIDE
Leandro Archuleta.
.1.
Há consecuencia de la nieve y el 2. Wear narrow, thin shoes.
Wear "snugg" corset.'
tiempo tan frío, él Servicio de
3. Sit up in hot, ' unventilated
Agua de la Compañía Férrea, no
rooms till midnight.
han podido comensar la prueba de
4. Sleep on feathers in a small,
la agua de la nória de la Chico-s;
close room
5. Eat rich food rapidly and5 at
,
La Señora Daniel Laumbach, pre- irregular, times.
sentó á sú esposo con un varonsito 6. Use coffee, tea, spirits and
robusto, bueno y sano. La Sra.
gosa de buena salud. Esta redac- 7. Stuff yourself with cake, conweefc
meats, and
ción se alegra mucho de tal alum- fectionery and
few
a
swallow
patent
medicines to
bramiento.
get rid of them."
El Cura Párroco de Springer, 8. Marry a fashionable wife and
Rev. Antonio Cellier,-- llegnrá aquí live beyond your income.
el 'dia 15, y xlará la misa regular 9. Employ a fashionable and needy
aqui en Roy el' dia 16. Nos su- doctor to attend you in every
plica demos aviso á los feligreses slight ailment.
de la Capilla de Roy.
en el mundo,
-

ut

-

,

a.

.

o.

LONG LIFE.
Se nos informa que Don Maximiliano Martínez y Don Merejildo
Lord Bacon, generally regarded
Vigil son los dueños del Placer de as the keenest observer and
Oro en el Cañón del Rio Colorado
thinker who has appeared
organiy
que
de
cerca
Arraenta,
in this planet, wrote much on long-ivit.
zarán una compañía para explotar-laHis signs on short life, ".' are
quick growth, fair soft skin, soft
ar!y corpulence, large
fine hair,
El- movimiento
para la creación head, she 'neck, small mouth, fat
un nuevo Condado, está recibiendo ear brittle, separated teeth. Soine-o- f
gran oposición. La mayoría del
his signs of 'long life, are slow
púeblo cree que la deuda del Con- growth, hard, coarse hair, rough'1
dado ahóra es suficiente sin te- freckled skin, deep furrows in thy
ner que añadirle lo que ya no se- forehead, firm flesh with veins
rá soportable.
high, wide nostrils, large .mouv
th, hard gristíy ear, strong conta- Ei miércoles' retornó te Mora gous teeth. He adds that nearly
adonde fué á llevar un bordante gray hair iv not significant, some
al "Hotel Medina," nuestro asis- of the longest- livers having turned
tente editor. Este pobrd bordante gray in early life.
v
quien responde al nombre de Nicolas Mondragon, tendrá que serMrs. C. D. Olds,
vir Mili treinta dias por asalto á Midwife, returned home Oii. Friday
sú cora mitad.
morning, from the rancn of Dan Lau-- .
mbach and Pefer Laumbach. where
Mr. B. J. Minot, ag.ute general she was attending both wjfes
oi the
por la Singer Manufacturing Com- Laumbach Bros.
;
pany, está en la plaza atendiendo
To the home of Dan a bouncing
á algunas colectaciones y ventas baby boy arrived and to that of Peter
de la famosa maquina de coser de a pretty little daughter.
Singer. Probablemente nombre algún agente local para esta sesión
The Ladies of Roy, are plandel Condado.
ning some sort of ammuseinent for
the St. Patrick's day. It is tq be a
El Asesino Domingo Valles, ha
nice dnce all kinds of refreshments
hecho una confeeión voluntaria, de
and a few other things such as r.' rque él asesinó al Col. J. Francisco
fie, grab bag,, etc, all for the' bea) ,
Chavez, porque el Coronel lo
of our Chappel here.. '"' '
y lo hizo servir una conMrs. 7St. Vrain, .Mrs. Wilco :,
dena en la prisión; por robo de
Mrs. Baldwin, and Mrs." BushkevJ
Caballos, Chula venganza! de naare a t the head of this mo vein') ,
da le servirá cuando teuga que ex- they will
hold another coaf arenes. v t
piar su crimen en el patíbulo con Rev.
Father, when he comes ón t
la muerte.
Hi th day of i his month.
pro-founde-

st

y.
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woman was weeping softly
The man leaned toward her.
"Millie," he said, pityingly, "give up
this this memory. If he is not dead,
he is he wishes to forget you." His
voice caught some of the subtle spell
of the night. "Come, little one, let
me lead you into happiness?"
;ifKj
w
if
She controlled herself with an efiiirri
fort.
"I cannot I cannot!" she sobbed.
"Leave me, please. I cannot, bear to
lir.ten to you now!" ,
He regarded her compassionately
(Copyright, 1904, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
for a moment, then walked away with
bowed head.
They sat on the forward deck of a ceived from him. I have
it yet." Her
The big, bearded man came to her
big Ohio river steamboat. He was a voice broke a little. "His father, he
out
of the shadows near the port rail,
distinguished-lookin- g
man of the said, had met with disastrous finanand
laid his hand tenderly upon her
iworld. She was a pretty little thing cial reverses, and would have to bebowed
head.
In the full bloom of womanhood, with gin all over again. It would be hard,
"Millie,"
he said, and his voice was
fluffy golden hair, deep blue eyes and too he was so old. But he was
happiness, "look up."
vibrant
with
a
combination of teeth brave. He said ho would never give
a
Like startled, wondering child she
and lips. The deck about them was no up. He would win for himself a
obeyed,
and then
deserted save for a tall, bronzed,
The other man, returning, saw and
bearded man, who sat several yards
heard, and turned away with the gray
away, smoking absently and gazing
shadow of. despair in his eyes.
thoughtfully out across the water.
The man was watching her with his
An Infallible Timepiece.
heart in his eyes. Presently he spoke.
When Joseph Jefferson was in New
"Millie," he said, wistfully, "are you
York last he devoted the most of his
soing to keep me waiting much longtime to shopping for fishing
outdoor
er?"
day he chanced to be in
One
tackle.
eyes
upon
were
him
The
she turned
square
just as the Herald
Herald
filled with compassion.
hour.
clock
the
struck
you
"I know
have been good and
ídnd and patient with me, Ned," she
"That's a pretty good timepiece,"
said. "But I cannot say what you
said Mr. Jefferson, "but I know a betwould like just yet."
ter. Age. It is a clock that never
stops and never loses a second. The
"I have everything that you could
most skilled Jeweler can make no
desire, and I could make you as happy as the day is long if only you
watch that is so accurate as one's
would let me try, dear," he said,
age.
pleadingly. "Tell me, what is it
"Nothing can exceed our early amwhat mystery stands between us and
bitions to escape from youth to manhappiness? I think you owe me that
hood and appear older than we are
much."
except our subsequent anxiety to apShe was silent for a time.
pear younger than we are. The first
"I suppose I should tell you," she
is natural, for Hope is before us, but
said at last, with a shadow of pain
the second is a weakness, for none
on her face. "It is right that you
can hope to reach that from which
should know. It is a long story, but
he is fleeing. If we could put back
I could condense it into three words:
the, great clock of time there would
e
There is another!"
be an intelligent motive, but the
The man's face went white, but
She obeyed, and then--name
of old Chronos never stops,"
when he answered his voice was
New
Herald.
York
and a place in the world that I
Arm.
would be prcud to share with him. He
"Go on," he said, simply.
The Century' Call.
begged me to be true to him, and
Deep unto deep, it calleth.
"It was a long time ago," she be- vowed to come for me some day,
if
The century's dominant cry;
san, reminiscently. "He was a col- not for years. I wrote to
Over the desert and over the plain,
him
once
at
lege man, home on vacation. I was a
the peak and mountain chain,
wrote just such a letter as only the Ovr
Under the thrilling sky.
school girl, and full of romance. We heart of an Impulsive,
of mighty peoples,
girl
met at a lawn fete. Our meeting was of eighteen can dictate. romantic
And the tocsin of war and woe,
In
course
the
From East to West 'tis sounding,
quite conventional, but he was so big
And a man must rise and go.
of. time it came back unclaimed.
I
and strong and manly that I grew to wrote again
again, but with the He must' leave the hearth of his mother,
and
to care for him as much as he said same
He must ride like the knights of old;
result. No one can know the
he cared for me, and I promised to be torture I
tourney and tilt, with a good right
To
I
a
endured.
For
was
time
hand,
his wife some day. We were togeth- hurt and grieved at
his failure to That cleaves to the hilt for tho love oí
er. a great deal, and when he went write, when he
the land,
must have known
And here's to the soldier bold!
away something seemed to have
I
I learned, Who is pure of thought and action.
what
suffered.
Then
passed out of my life you under- quite by
Who Is ready to serve his age,
accident, that his father, Who
cares for the thing he doeth.
stand?"
lacking
heartbroken and
cotrage to
And not for the soldier's wage.
The man nodded, silently.
face the world a beggar, had taken
Deep unto deep, it calleth,
"We corresponded regularly, and his own life, and I
understood. He
The century's urgent cry,
was too proud, too sensitive to seek Splendid and strong is the century's sons
and love to the battle throng,
me out again until he had redeemed Valor
And It may not pass you by.
himself from the disgrace of his From East to West 'tis sounding,
call for the brave and true,
father's iguominious death. I learned, O The
lads with pulses bounding,
too, that he had gone West to win his
That cry is meant for you.
fortune in the gold fields. There was Wherever the need Is greatest,
little else for him to do. His father's
Wherever the ill is worst.
thick.
death had left him dependent upon Over the city's thousands
Over the deserts of stone and brick,
hi3 own exertions, but, happily, with
Over the lands accurst.
no one dependent upon him. Three The cry for help is pealing,
with want and woe,
years ago I met you, and I tried to O Bitter
brother, if you hear it,

The
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IN HORNETS,

Take Possession of an Ohio Saloon and
Make Things Lively.
Hornets, real, live ones with stingers, took possession of the barroom In
the Empire hotel
says a dispatch from Akron, Ohio, although
snow covered the ground on the outside
A few days ago the proprietor purchased a hornet's nest from a farmer
and hung it over the bar. The entrance hole in the nest was closed by
a piece of paper being pasted over it.
It was much ádmired, and everything
went well until
The heat in the room brought the
nest to life. The hornets thought it
was summer again, and, being hungry, began to get busy. They burst
the paper closing the exit and, in a
few minutes the room was full of horto-da-

to-da- y.

nets.
The bartender ran but, covered with
the insects, and a number of other
persons followed suit, yelling like Indians.
The hornets held possession
until a big policeman, covered with
netting and heavily gloved, carried out
the nest. The bartender was taken to
the hospital with both eyes closed.
Cantiniere.

time-pie'e-

t,(

i.

í (i
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The-voic- e

forget.

But I could not. We can
never be more to each other than the
dearest of friends until I know that
he is is dead or false!"

When she turned her eyes to the
water again the man saw that a tear
gleamed upon her cheek.
A potent silence fell between them.
The dusk fell softly and the peace of
the Sabbath night descended like a
benediction. They could hear, with
softened
distinctness, the merry
voices and happy laughter of children
enjoying the cool of the waterside, the
air was so dry and clear and bear
the barking of faithful watchdogs in
dooryards near and far. Bright lights
started into twinkling life on either
shore.
The incense from fields of
"Go on' he said, simply.
growing grain floated to them across
built up a grand mansion of hope for the water. The chug, chug of the
a happy future together. But, you paddle wheels, the insistent tinkle of
understand all that, too. We were to the pilot bell and the asthmatic
be married when he bad graduated wheeze from the exhaust pipes were
and been admitted into partnership about the only scunds on board that
with his father. Then," one day, there rose above toe drowsy voice murmur
tame a letterthe Inst I ever re- - as the boat throbbed on.

must arise and go.
Margaret E. Sangster, in Youth's
A man

panion.

,

Com-

The French government has abol
ished the cantinieres, who were a fea
ture of every regiment. They were
women who supplied the soldiers with
brandy. The cantiniere here shown i
one of the second empire.

World's Largest Store.
The honor of possessing the greatest store in the world belongs to Russia.

It is situated in Moscow, covers
twenty acres and embraces a thousand different establishments, each of
which has its own proprietor. The
place is, in fact, a sort of bazaar, con-- ,
sisting not only of shops on the
ground floor, but also on three flcors
above it.
The merchandise offered for sale i?
described as of fabulous value--- it
amounts, in fact, to millions of dollars.
The prices of the wares are not
marked. The Russians are much given to bargaining for and cheapening
the .'goods they buy, and in buying
at the bazaar most of them "negotiate"
with the tradesman much in the Oriental fashion.

An Incident of the Commune.
An old lady who was in Paris during the Commune related the following incident apropos of some talk
about the siege of Port Arthur:
"One night there was a fight in
front of the house in which I lived and
a man was killed. The body was not
removed and lay where it fell.
At
daybreak the next morning I looked
out to see if the body was still there.
Just then a man came down the street
and stopped by the body. He carefully searched the pockets, of the dead
man;' but did not find a single cent.
This' so angered him thát he gave the
dead- man a vigorous kick. Then he
Pig a Wonder for Fatness.
walked áway and had gone only a
J.1 Andrew Hanley of Damariscotta,
shor distance when he found a pav- Me., butchered a pig five months old
ing stone, which he picked up, and that- tipped the scales at 200 pounds
returning to the dead body he raised strong. When two months old he was
the 6tone and with it smashed the Judged to weigh thirty pounds, and for
head of the corpse. Ob, yes; war is the next ninety days he gained almost
hall."
thne pounds per day.
-

.

-

vey's.

ll. AH,,,,.!

One of the senators ordered
cold roast beef, potato salad and a
mug of ale.
The beef was slow in coming. The
senator grew impatient Finahy he
hailed .the ponderous George Harvey,
who has fed all the famous men in
the country for the past forty years.
"Harvey," said he, querulously, "I ordered cold roast beef fifteen minutes
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SIDELIGHTS IN CONGRESS
Anecdotes Related of and by the Gathered Statesmen at Washington
Judge Bartlett of Georgia, illustrating the way in which the Hill currency bill was framed, told the story of
how the master and his former slave
settled up after the war. The old
slave was farming on shares. At the
end of the season he was settling up
for his provisions, implements and
supplies. The master took down a
big book and showed the darky the
debits and credits.
"Now, you understand, Mose, don't
you," he asked, "your share is small,
.

but everything is plain?"
"Yas, sir, des as plain as day," answered the old darky, looking at the
columns of figures, "des as. plain as

Laughingly he wanted to know of the
secretary if he might draw for money
in the event that he should go broke
while seeing the stock yards out
west.
,
At the time the two were standing
close to a window that was open to
let in the delicious afternoon air,
which was refreshing, though a trifle
warm. The sun was just coming out
from a bank of clouds. The weather
was as spring-lik- e
as it has been for
some days.
"Ah, if this weather keeps up," replied Mr. Hay, "blackberries will soon
be ripe, and you then can pick your
way back home."
v

day
"Nought is a nought,
Flgger is a figger,
All for de white man
And none for de nigger."

-

"That's the way it is with the Hill
bill," said Dr. Bartlett.
'

"Nought is a nought,
Figger is a figger,
All for the banks,
And nothing for the government."

on Spain."

"Who says so?" asked a new

"The meanest man I ever knew,"
said Representative Ryan of Buffalo,
"was a chap who one night came to
the house of a doctor, who is trying
to build up a practice on the east side
in Buffalo, during the' Christmas holidays. It war snowing and very cold.
"'Doctor,' he said, 'what are your
terms?'
-

Representativo
"Birdie"
When
making
was
Pennsylvania
of
Adams
a
House
plea
impassioned
in
the
his
whipdemanding
ago
the
day or two
ping post for wife beaters in the District of Columbia, a group of members
discussed the orator.
"You wouldn't think,' said one of
them, "that "Adams is the man who,
singlo handed and alone, declared war
;

mem-

ber.

"He sáys so himself," the. other replied, and he got the congressional
directory and read from the biography prepared by Adams himself these
lines:
Congress, as act"In the Fifty-fift- h
the
of
ing chairman
committee on
reported,
Mr.
Adams
foreign .affairs,
House,
and
through
the
conducted
with
Jthe
had charge of (in conference
senate) the Cuban resolutions, and
reported, and
drafted,- introduced,
passed through the House of Representatives, in one hour, the declaration of war against, Spain".

Have to Share In Endless Struggle
for Existence With Men.
In the lower stratum of Hindu soci
ety women do not live the life of luxury and ease that, is common among
the upper classes, says the Calcutta
Statesman. The great masses of small
farmers, artisans and coolies earn
' ;
ago." r
so meager a livelihood that their lives
"Good gracious!" Harvey replied; are merely an endless struggle for
"I must see about that It ought to existence, in which their wives have
be cold by this time."
of necessity to do their share.
Not only is this true in the domestic
to which the women must ataffairs
"PUSS" GOT A SCALDING.
tend, but not infrequently they are
Humorous to the Audience But Pain- called upon to do. the work of men,
upon occasions even hiring out to perful to Actor.
form various tasks, such as hauling a
O. E. Lennon, one of the noted roller up a steep ipcline, doing moun"animal actors" of England, has some tain road repairing work. The team
interesting stories to tell of his experi-enceso- n grasping the tugs fastened to either
the stage. Seeing an adver: side of the huge heavy roller, drag it
tisement for a man to play the Spider along the steep mountain road. While
in "The Silver King" young Lennon there workers perform their toilsome
wrote to tho manager offering his ser- task, oftentimes there are men standvices, Of course, he had heard of the ing by who far various reasons may
popular melodrama, but having no not lend their assistance. One peridea bf the character of Capt. Skinner, haps is an overseer, another a water
he explained that he had just made a seller a trade in itself while others
success as a cat in pantomime, and might be perfectly willing to carry
felt "perfectly sure he could act a hods, chop wood, or carry burdens
spide'r to everybody's satisfaction."
but haul a roller? Nay, nay! their
Apropos of cats at Christmas, Mr. caste would forbid it! '
Lennon has a vivid recollection of inA curious custom obtains among
troducing a most realistic and painful the Coorgs. When one of them kills
from his own point of view piece a tiger or a panther, he Is married
of acting into "Dick Whittington," at to the dead animal, regardless of Its
the óld Adelphi, London, some years sex. Propped upon a framework of
ago.- - One of the comedians had to wood and bamboo, the animal is carcarry a tub of hot water onto the ried in procession and the marriage
ctage. The property" man, determin- ritual Is strictly observed, while laved that there should be plenty of ish hospitality is dispensed.
steam, heated it to boiling point. The
comedian, believing it to be only com- FEARFUL SIGHT AT LIAOYANG.
fortably warm, purposely tipped half
pint over the cat as he ran past. The Horrors of the Battlefield Depicted In
children in the audience shriekei
True Colors.
with laughter, and when the poor
Never will the few foreigners who
puss, severely scalded, executed a saw the battlefield of Liaoyang on the
frenzied dance round the stage all the morning of September 4 be able to
grown-up- s
Joined in. Mr. Lennon was dismiss from their memories the fearthe only person who could not see the ful sights they witnessed. Already,
Joke.
in the mists of early morning, hundreds and hundreds of crematory fires
Rising
Inflection.
dotted the plain. Just a layer of fireThat
She needn't be handsome, she needn't be wood, then a layer of dead bodies, and
witty.
arts of tho above them another covering of fuel.
She needn't be filled with
As the flames crackled the dead shrank
city,
She needs only one thing to pass my In- - and shriveled and rose up, tortured,
' spection;
Her remarks mustn't end with a rising to sink back In ashes, while hideous
inflection.
skulls, with empty sockets, grinned
through the quiveringheat The air
If you ne'er knew a maiden with this affectatlon.
reeked with the fumes of burning
Stop reading this, turn to your own rumucou, aim lue bujuiyc uíc
dviuiu8
ination!
But, ah. if you've met her, you'll fathom into one's eyes. Fuel was scarce and
the reason
so as
I hold her a girl that's not fitting to the dead numbered thousands,
corpses
on!
many more of the stiffened
freeze
;
you'
say,
two,
don't were thrown thudding into the hollow
For a sentence of
find the question
trenches, in rows a hundred yards
Concluding each statement too hard for long, and covered from sight with a
' digestion,
But when for an hour the same thing blanket of earth. The living, gaunt
continues,
t
and tired, shuffled stumblingly as they
It gets every nerve in your bone and wearily dragged in the dead to pyre
your sinews!
and pit, or piled up the rifles and amS'ou feel like a witness a lawyer's been
munition hfilta'of comrades who had
quizzing
In tho box for five hours; and there's served their country for the last time
t something
stacks. Poor chaps!
you're ready to Into . huge
In ear and in brain when
'
- leave her
Eleven days of a carnival of war, and,
Suggesting you're taken with quinine and after all, they had failed to accomfever!
plish their great purpose the forcing
And when In the hallway "good night" of Kouropatkin into a decisive battle.
you are saying,
.
William Dinwiddle's' War Corr
A speedy escape from the agony praying,
"Good night?" she replies, tho inflection spondence, In Leslie's , Weekly.
adorning,
Suggesting a doubt If' "'it's night and not
;

.
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"'One dollar for an office visit and

for a call,' the doptor replied.
" 'Have you a horse?'
" 'Yes.'
'
'"Well, hitch up and I'll go along
with you. I need you out in West
Séneca a ways.
"Thé doctor1 had his horse brought
around and the man got in the buggy
They drove about four
with him.
'
.i-- "
miles out into the country'.
'"Here's the place,' said the man,
as they reached a farmhouse.. The he
"3 "
handed the doctor $2.
" 'You needn't go in,' he said.
'A
.
liveryman wanted to charge me $5 to
bring me out here, ; but I thought I
.'
would rather give yqu $2."
$2

"

Former Senator Henry G. Davis of
West Virginia, recently Democratic
candidate for the yicé presidency,
called on the president to pay his
respects.' The president 'greeted Mr.
Davis cordially, saying: '
"I an glad to see" you, Mr; Davis.
Walk right into my: office. You are
over
all
entitled to "precedence
'
:i:
others"
The president ands Mrv Davis had a
chat, about matters of muYearns
pleasant
at
reception
After the New
younger
personal
interest.
of
one
tual
the
the White House
corps
calldiplomatic
members of the
There were two senators and two
ed on Secietary Hay to say that he
represantátives
at luncheon at Har
days.
a
was called to Chicago for few
-
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Why They Moved On.
Two Irishmen, evidently laborers

off, were peering through
with
the iron fence into Trinity churchyard
the other morning. They were on the
Bioadway side where the, big skyscraper under erection overhangs the
quiet of the graves. ,
A concealed steam pipe runs out
from the foundation excavations, and
with a hissing, sizzling sound lets out
the steam in 6uch a way that the
vapor seems to rise from the earth
and curl cloudily around the monuments. All this must have visualized
something to one of the laborers: Half
fascinated, he turned to his companion and said:
"We'll be lavin' here, Mike. There's
minny a cbeerfuller" solght nor that
f'r a man as sets off dinnymite blasts
f'r his livInV New York Sun.
y

:

:

,

,
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Changes.
Mouth, O rejoicing heart! '
The hours are flying; ?
Each one some treasure takes,
Each one some blossom breaki.
'
And leaves it dying;
The chill dark night draws near,
Thy sun will soon depart,
And leave thee sighing;
Then mourn, rejoicing heart
The hours are flying.

Rejoice, O grieving heart!
The hours fly fast!
With each some sorrow dies.
With each some shadow flies,
. Until
at last
The red dawn in the East
Bids weary night depart.
And pain is past.
Rejoice, then, grieving heart,
The hours 'fly fast.
Adelaida Anne Proctor.

Adopt American System.
The London fire department has
beer, experimenting with the American "quick hitch" system and is delighted with it' 'One company boasts
that it can now hitch up in fifteen seconds. From three to four seconds js
,v?w York time.
.

1

Hispano Americano
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a third for their nerves, and yet all the
while it is simply their poor blood thai
is the cause of their discomfort.
If one sure remedy for making good,
rich blood were used every one of their
distressing ailments would disappear, as
A gray old man, the third and last,
they did in the case of Mrs. Ella F.
Sang in cathedrals dim and vast,
Stone, who had been ailing for years and
While the majestic organ'rolled
Contrition from its mouths of gold.
was completely run down before she realized the nature of her trouble.
And those who heard the singers three
For several years," said Mrs. Stone,
Disputed which the best might be;
suffered from general debility. It
I
For still their music seemed to start
began about 1896 with indigestion, nerDiscordant echoes in each heart
vousness and steady headaches. Up to
1900 1 hadn't been able to find any relief
But the great Master said: "I see
this condition. I was then veiy
from
No best in kind, but in degree;
I gave a various gift to eách,
thin and bloodless. An enthusiastia
who had used Dr. Williams' Pink
friend,
vTo charm, to strengthen,' and to teach.
Pills, urged me to give them a trial and
"These are the three great chords of might,
I finally bought a box.
And he whose ear is tuned aright
' I did not notice any marked change
;Will hear no discord in the three,
from the use of the first box, but I
But the most perfect harmony."
to give them a fair trial and I
kept on. When I had finished the
second box I could see very decided signs
improvement in my condition. I beof
AT THE TOMB OF GROTIUS.
TRIBUTE TO GREAT POET.
gan to feel better all over and to have
hopes of a complete cure.
Farmer Willingly Admitted That First Burial at Rostock, but He Was
' I used in all eight or ten boxes, and
Finally Laid in Delft, Holland.
Shakespeare "Knowed Hoss."
when I stopped I had got back my reguApropos of the appearance of Julia
The first burial place of Grotiu was lar weight and a good healthy color and
Marlowe and E. H. Sothern in Shake- at Rostock nevr the German coast, the gain has lasted. I can eat what I
spearean plays this season, somebody and there, before the high altar of its please without discomfort. My nervons-nes- s
revived this tale of a country editor, great 'church today, is sacreuly preis entirely gone, and, while I had
and a farmer whose specialty was served, as an honor to Germany, the constant headaches before, I very rarely
horses. The tale is. one of many to tomb in which his body was tempor- have one now. I cheerfully recom mend
illustrate the universality of the bard's arily enshrined,
V
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills to women who
knowledge. This old horseman loved
But his wish had been to rest in his suffer as I did."
tho animals as they deserve to be native soil, says Andrew D. White in
Mrs. Stone was seen at her pretty
loved, and their fine points were an the Ailantic, and, after a time, his re- home in Lakewood, R. I., where, as tha
open book to him. This is the way mains were conveyed to the Nether- result of her experience, Dr. Williams'
the country editor describes the inci- lands. It is hard to believe, and yet Pink Pills are very popular. These fadent: .
it is recorded, that as his coffin was mous pills are sold by all druggists. A
"One day I read to Loflin that was borne , through the city of , Rotterdam, book that every woman needs is pubthe farmer's name this description of stones were thrown at it by the bigot- lished by the Dr. Williams Medicine
a horse in 'Venus and Adonis':
ed mob; finally it was laid in a crypt Company, Schenectadv, N. Y. It is entitled "Plain Talks to Women, "and will
Round-hoofefetlocks beneath the church of Delft, his birthbe sent free ou 'request.
shag and long,
place,
i
head,
eye,
and
full
Broad breast,
small
Few monuments are more suggestnostrils wide,
The man who can't get a seat in a
High crest, short ears, straight legs, and ive to the thinking traveler than that
passing strong.
car can usually find one when
street
Thick mane, thick tail, broad buttock, ancient cathedral. There lie the he goes skating.
tender hide,
bones of men who took the lead in
Look, what a horse should have, he did
saving
the Dutch republic and civil
not lack.
A Well Deserved Tribute.
Save a proud rider on so proud a back.
liberty from the bigotry' of Spain.
The awarding of the Grand Prize to the Wlnchestet
" 'Sol,' said I, 'what do you think of Above all, in the apse, towers the Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., at the St,
Louli Exposition, confers upon this company the
canopied tomb of William the Silent highest maris of distinction
that?'
attained by any manuof guns or ammunition In the world,
sculptured
marble . and molten facturer
"'You kin buy a horse from that
Although a great number of medals were given ta
manufacturers, the only award of a
description if you didn't know one bronze" showing forth the majepty of this class ofwas
to the Winchester Kepeating'Arnn
Grand Prize
d
from a
mule,' said he. his purpose and the gratitude of his Co.; and given as It was la competition with the leal
manufacturers of all countrles.lt testifies In a
people. Hard by, in a quiet side aisle, lng
'Who writ it?'
most decided way to the superiority ofWlnchestei
" 'Shakespeare.'
is the modest tomb of Grotius, its in- rifles, shotguns and ammunition over all other makes.
The success attained by me Winchester Iterating
" 'Who's Shakespeare?'
scription simple and touching.
Arms Co. at this exposition is simply in line with the
received in the past. At the Paris Exposition,
" 'An English poet.'
Each of these two great men was a honors
Winchester arms and ammunition received the
Prix; and wherever they have been exhibited
"'Wall, I don't know who Shape-spear- e leader; in the service of liberty and Grand
have always been given the highest possible
,was and don't go much on justice; each died a martyr to un- they
prizes. This latest recognition of superiority is the
result of thirty years of careful and successpoetry, but ef yoo ever see Shake- reason.1 Both are risen from the dead, natural
ful endeavor In maintaining the high quality of
speare tell Tiim fur Sol Loflin that he and .live forevermore in modern lib- Winchester rides, shotguns and ammunition.
erty, civil and religious, in modern
knowed hoss."
,
law ; fatal fo tyranny, in modern inThe accident of birth carries no In- "
stitutions destructive to intolerance, surance with it.
Enigmatical But True.
and, above all, in the heart and mind
Visitors to the old cemeteries in of every man who worthily under-take- a
New England often meet with queer
jto serve the nobler purposes of
epitaphs as they i)ass among the de- his country or the larger interests of
We choose to sell tea ; and
cayed
and crumbling headstones. his rafee.
Here is one to be, seen on one in the
it goes from Alaska to
cemetery or "burying hill," as the
Attempting Too Much.
guides call the spot in Plymouth,
Mexico.
The worst energy-destroyis he
Mass:
who attempts too many tasks and does
It's the tea!
not properly perform any one of them.
Here's to the memory of Mary Trextori,
Who married many a man but' never At the close of day if such an one
Your grocer returns your money If yon don't
vexed one,
Schilling's Best..
like
littl-would
look
of
woman
In
back
to
who
be said
the
lies
and exercise a
Not
the next one.
reason he would soon discover why he
The grave is only about a hundred was not called higher in. his occur
.. The right man in the right place
often adGs to the number of the
feet from the Charlotte Cushman
is
It the employer who finishes sheriff's
boarders.
memorial, where her parents are bur- his task properly that is valued tiie
$36.00 per M. Lewis' "Single Binder,"
ied, although her interment place is most. Incomplete work is the bane of
straight
cigar, costs the dealer some
In the Mount Auburn cemetery, Bos
many .establishments. Many expend more than5oother
5c cigars,
the higher
ton. Around Mary Trexton's grave a tremendous amount , of energy and price enables this factory but
to use higher
are those of . her three husbands, ftír tho lack of proper training m the grade tobacco. Lewis' Factory, Peoria, 11L
whose deaths preceded hers. In the first place they waste, their time and
.'The shorter a man is of brains the
next grave lies the body of a woman do not satisfy an employer. The hard- longer
ho Is on collars.
whom the guide declared was a spin- working competent employes
must
Cut? Colonel Baldun
ster, hence tha force of.tiuth in the often drag their companions along on -- BarberHair
Really, you flatter me.
epitaph noted.
the pay roll.
.

The Vigil.
I see the window of my sweet
The trellised window toward the west.
The odor of the marguerite
Beneath my footstep harsly pressed
'
Is faint and rare. I hear the beat.
It almost seems, within her breast
Of her thrice tender heart, and. feel
Its vibrant passion stir her rest!
And through the open window borne
In subtle tincture on the air,
The perfumes of the roses worn
At last night's ball a message bear
Unto my heart with passion torn!
they wander outward
where
I stand, and whisper low unto
The eager car of my despair!
What If but vain the thought I fear
The lilac curtains drawn aside,
My sleeping beauty should appear
And 1 should see her tender-eyed- !
Vain phantasy! The white- dawn clear
Will touch her lids to waking wide;
Till then she dreams; but never dréams
Who watche3 in the moonlight here!
t.
New Orleans
,

d,
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Times-Democra-

Patent

?

GENERAL DEBILITY RESULTS PROM
IMPOVERISHED BLOOD.
The Remedy That Makes New Blood
Banishes Weakness, Headaches, lu--'
digestion and Nervous Troubles.
Hundreds of women suffer from headaches, dizziness, restlessness, languor
and timidity. Few realize that their
misery all comes from the bad state of
their blood. They take one thing for
their head, another for their stomach,

clnaora iiTnn .art))
With songs of sadness and of mirth.
OH

As-

AppTlcatlon made for entry as

Light-winge-

BY HENRY V. LONGFELLOW

HER BLOOD TOO THIN

All Right.

The delicatessen man was out oí
bottled milk and his customer had no
pail. There was plenty of milk in the
big can.
"All ride.

I got padent," said the
"I figs plenty cusman.
delicatessen
way."
He put one paper
tomers dese
bag inside of another, and into his improvised pail turned a quart of milk
.lust as he handed it to the customer
in triumph a little white stream began to spray the inventor. He turned
the mi'.k back into the can.
"Going to apply for that patent?"
asked the customer.
"Dot padent vas all ride.
But I
nefer knew. so many holes to come in
one place before."

Height and Watches.
It has been found that watches and
clocks cannot withstand the effect of
great heights with perfect Immunity
any more than human beings can.
Like them, they suffer from the
change in the air pressure. A watch
taken to the top of Mont Blanc will
The
gain 36 seconds in 24 hours.
thinness of the air, with its decreased
pressure, makes the poor watch dizzy
and leads it to run faster, just as a
Watches
man's blood runs faster.
will change a little even when carried
from the lower floors of a house to
the higher ones, although the variation is too slight to be considered for
:
practical purposes.
;

Modern Poetry.
One of the nicest girls in this town
lately stopped the writer of this.'ahd
wanted to read a poem to him; a
poem cut out . of a newspaper. We
refused to listen, as we don't like
poetry. Some people say we should
have submitted, and created the impression that we believe in better
We do believe in better
things.
things, but poetry is not always uplift. Most poetry Í3 worthless.;!,: The
little good poetry in the world hag resulted in a flood of poor stuff that you
have a right to dislike. Atchison
Globe.

Power cf Mother's Example.
The cheerfulness that should be one
of the leading characteristics of home
life is often of a very chastened order, solely because the example of a
cheery disposition is not set by the
wife and mother. One glimpse of her
face as she begins the duties of the
day is enough to set the tone tor the
family. If she be bright and cheery,
with a kindly word and a smile for
everybody, she will have the gladdening effect of sunshine, and do much
to make the day a happy and successful one to her husband and children.

The second, with a bearded face,
Stood singing in the market-place- ,
And stirred with accents deep and loud
The hearts of all the listening crowd.
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By Earl M.'

Pratt. Oak Park. Illinois.
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THE TELEPHONE GIRL.

THE SUBSCRIBER.

telephone grlrl
Se!71f.'E!5er.I.am
"Flossie or "Lizzie" or "MadSe" or

The telephone subscriber, at the ending
of the year,
Took down his 'phone receiver, and put
it to his ear.

"Pearl".

Thou Fhalt speak plainly and loud and
And call the number so I may hear.

"Hello." he said. "O Central Girl, connec- tions do not break;
I have some resolutions I am Just about

ha,t ans: U?W receiver when
Ihou hearest: "Busy please
call again."

"Hereafter, when I'm calling for a number I shall not
Fly into bitter tantrums if the numbei
can't be got.
"Hereafter, when you signal, 'Line 1j
busy, call again,'

rÍZ1'
TwiVÍÍ,
NnSU

ii'

PatieTt; thy temper
halt;
buzzing is not my fault.

y
VI.

be gentle and kInd !n speech,
mutter' nor udely

screech

nr

nÍM!?!0'
thyself
Give

'

what 1 teI1
double the work for me.

!haJt.not

"ñor reiuest

date,

such an addlepate.

vni
,f on

to signals

a Party

ne.

that are not

thlt.

IX
Drop It in quickly, and not lose time.
X.
Thou shalt not murmur, nor make

t,

com-plain-

But act as If thou wert all a saint

tfft

it

The Kind You Have

Always Bought
Vegetable Erepacationfor As
simdating tncrooaandKcf má
ting the Stomachs andDowe is of

Bears the

to make.

I shall not be so foolish as to blame
you then.

".ot 2?ubt

'

Signature
Promotes Digestion.ChcerFul-nés- s
and Rest. Con tains neither
upium,Morpnine nor Mineral.

Not Xarc otic.

on

"Hereafter, when the telephone begins to
ring full strong,
I shall ansv er in' a hurry, lest I keep yov
waiting long.

of

JtotpttfOUtirSáMUELPtKHW

PfJcM Seal"
Jlx.Smuut

"Hereafter, when I make a call and aw
delayed a bit.
I shall not flash like fury, nor act as Ii

In

a fit.

fíaiíáiAignr
rumr.

"Hereafter, when I'm angry when the
talking is not clear,
I shall not yelp profanely till I blister up
your ear.

Use

Aperfecl Remedy forConstlpa-RoSour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s

n,

"Hereafter, when another on my party-lin- e
is called,
I shall not rubber, either, till the line oi
talk is stalled.
"Hereafter O, hereafter, Central Girl, 11)
try to be
Just as mild and calm and pleasant &a
you always are with me."

and Loss

For Over

of Sleep.

Facsimile Signature of

NEW YORK.

Thirty Years

Fed on Monster Dumpling
An aged citizen of North Carolina
tells the story of the greatest, apple
dumpling ever made. His home Is in
Halifax county t where, prior to 1840,
there was a voting precinct known by
the odd name of "Dumpling Town." In
1840, when William Henry Harrison
was elected president, after a most exciting campaign, Dumpling Town had
exactly 114 voters, and every man of
them cast his ballot for Harrison.
The people of the small but prosperous town of Scotland Neck, in the
county, also showed their appreciation
of the unanimous vote of Dumpling
Town by a generous and whimsical
gift. Two days and a night were consumed in building a big dumpling,
which weighed 114 pounds, one pound
for each vote cast at Dumpling Town.
This monster of a dumpling was put
ln a sack, supported by a tripod, and
lowered into an immense iron kettle.
v

5

It required two days and a night to
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
cook it properly. Then it was lifted
out and placed in a specially made
THS OCNTAUN OMMNV. HCW VORK O IT,
bowl cut from the trunk of an enormous cypress tree, and round it were
placed 114 dumplings of the usual size.
"I see they are making watches now
A band of music and fifty wagons
are only an eighth, of an Inch
that
were sent to Dumpling Town, and in thick."
"A watch as thin as that
these wagons were taken to Scotland must look awfully run down."
make
STOVE REPAIRS of every knownGeo.
A.
of stove, furnace or ransre.
Neck the 114 true blue Harrison men
1'ullen, 1331 Lawrence, Denver. Phone 725.
and their families.
Dl APrMITUC &nl wagonmakers' upull.
There was great cheering when they
DLAbKoMIInO
wholenale and retail, Moore
Hardware & Iron Co., 15th ft Vze. Denver.
arrived at Scotland Neck, and the
Moneyback means that
guests cheered themselves when they
else film, 2e per roll
WF UCVCLUr Any
postase palrt. The Smith
saw the feast prepared for them, for
the tea is good and well Photo Supply Co., 1535 Stout St.
besides the dumplings no end of good
things filled many tables in the spa
worth the money.
BROWN PALACE HOTEL
cious warehouse, and the feasting and
European plan, $ I .SO and upward.
Can't mean anything else.
fun lasted the rest of the day and
nearly all night.
AMERICAN HOUSE
Tour grocer returns your money If you don't
A barrel of the best molasses was
best $3 per dn y hotl In the Went. American Plan.
Uke Schilling's Best.
used as sauce for the big dumpling
A man who lets his wife get up of a COLUMBIA HOTEL
and the hungry people ate It all.
morning and light the fire will Pites 11.60 to $2 00. An erlcan 1 Ian.
cold
Youth's Companion.
never set the world ablaze.

Denver Directory

TEA

SSff5rtt

Oxford Hotel

Said Finnigin io Flannilan
Superintlndlnt wuz Flannlgan;
Boss uv the siction wuz Finnigin.
Wiinlver the kyars got offen the thrack
An' muddled up things t' th' divil an'
back,
Finnigin writ it to Flannlgan,
Afther the wrick wuz all on again;
That is, this Finnigin

Rcpoorted to Flannlgan.
Whin Finnigin first went to Flannlgan
lie writed tin pages, did Finnigin;
An' he tould Jist how the smash occurred.
5 ull many a tajus, blunderin' wurrd
Kid Finnigin write to Flannlgan
Afther the cars had gone on agin.
That wuz how Finnigin
Ilepoorted to Flannlgan.
Now, Flannlgan knowed more than Fin-- .
nigin

He'd more idjucation, had Flannlgan
An' it woré 'm clane an' complately out
'Co tell what Finnigin writ about
In his writin' to Mister Flannlgan; '
fo he writed back to Finnigin:
"Don't do sich a sin agin:
Make 'em brief, Finnigin!"
When Finnigin got this from Flannlgan
He blushed rosy red, did Finnigin;

AM

Mother Gnty'i Sweet Powders for Children.
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse Denver. One block from Union Depot.
C. II. MORSE. Mr.
in the Children's Home in New York, cure Fireproof.
Constipation, Feverishness, Bad Stomach,
Teething
Disorders, move and regulate the
An ho said: "I'll gamble a whole month's Bowels
and Destroy Worms. Over 80,000
y
testimonials. At all Druggists, 25c. Sample
That it will be minny an mlnny a da-a- y
Befoore Sup'rintindint
Flannlthat's
FREE. Address A.S.01msted,LeRoy,N.Y.
gan
Special rates to gardeners. Best Im
Gits a whack at this verv same sin agin: i
A woman may believe only half what ported and. American Stock. Price-lis- t
From Finnigin to Flannigan
she hears, but she always hears twice and Catalog free to all applicants.
Repoorts won't be long agin."
as much as a man.
THE L. A. WATKINS MDSE. CO.
Wan y
on
of Finnigin,
' A GUARANTEED CURE FOB PIIJES.
On the road sup'rintindid by Flannigan.
or rroiruain8 rmw. i r 1525 to 1531 Waaee St Denver, Celo.
Itcnln, Sllna, Uieeaingr
A rail gave way on a bit av the curve.
druggliC will reiuua money 11 ru.u
An some kyars went off as they made fall to cure you ln 6 to 14 days. 50c.
tho swerv.
"There's noobody hurted." sez Finnigin.
Girls beg the question when they try
"But repoorts must be made to Flannlto induce men to propose.
gan."
An' he winked at McGorrigan,
Mrs. Wlnilow SoothJntr Syrnp.
As married a Finnigin.
pa-a-

da-a-

the-sictio-

He was shantyin' thin, wuz Finnigin,
As minny a railroader's been agin,
An' the shmoky ol' lamp wuz burnin
bright
In FInnigin's shanty all that night
Bilin' down his report wa3 Finnigin;
An' ho writed this here: "Mister FlaanI
gan;
Off agin, on agin,
Gone agin Finnigin."

S.

Tot children teething, softens the guras, reduces to
flammatlon, allays pain, cores wind eollu. 25calxtUa.

.

j ao not toelleve Piso's

Cure

mra Irnnnrn hv what ther hav
grown. For half a century they

for Consumption

for coughs and colds. John F.
Springs, Ind., Feb. 15, 1000.
Trinity
Boteh,

las an equal

The coming man seldom arrives on
schedule tirne

W. Gillian.

do it I am a ruined man, for I am
Wants Tip from the President.
heavily
loaded up with American
The president received an earnest
just
now."
stocks
from a man in Cork, Ireletter
After begging the president to da
land.
nothing to disturb the tariff, "for my
"I am a large investor in American sake," the Cork man concluded: "Yi
securities," he wrote, "and I hear dis- you must seed such a message, pleasi
quieting rumors that you intend to cable me several days in adrauce, bv
send a special message to Congress that I can unload." Warhington Coi
urstag a revision of th tariff. If you respoy.dence New York World.

If you are going to have the world at
your feet, don't let your foot slip.
failed once to produce bigger,

ter crops than any others,

bet-

Sold

by all dealers,
lsoa ceea An.
naal fee to an applicants.
D. M. FERRY & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

TEA
Poor tea is poor comfort;
there is no difficulty in get-- .

to-da-y

HEY

PENSION LAWS

Apply to NATHAN BICKFORD, 814 F St,

ting it good.
i

BEGGS' CHERRY COUGH
Th uoy who turns out to be as smarta
la truly
as his mother predicts
SYRUP cures coughs and colds,'
wonder.

mill).
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Notario Publico, Agrirnenspr.

Hace tocia cíase de papeles legales, Contratos, EUpotecr
y especialmente tódá clas'é de' papeles pertenecietes a terrenos
fítmrYitirihhip-ía
rlí
v entrarlas rl laa micniac
' v nara
o
compra, y venia ue raneaos, xeces y uvejas poiiya vu.
lo que decce pompar b .vender,, yo jalaré la cuerda
Mientras no hay venta, compra, ai, colectación jno. hay

o

11

Acrp-nfr-

Roy, New Mexico.

cuu-mig-

comisión.
Si nesecitan aseguranza de fuego, Vicia o' Afcc!entál.

General Merchandise.
Send orders now for Plows, Cultivators,
Mowers, Wagons and Buggies;

'

Hágame una visita.

JRafces

4

Pnrn Torios
Injuria Para Nadie! r' V

..

.

RO Y, M OR A C 6 Ü.N T Y, NÉWMÉXÍCO;

f

COMPLETE STOCK OF
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DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

..'-- .

BUSH KE VITZ,

A, S,

Dry Goods arid Groceries.
-

ifoj Publishing Co:

DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Native Products, Grain and Wool Bags, Bale Tics and

ff7

Fence Wire, Nails, Ranch Supplies,
Hay, Grain and Feed.

;

WOOL, HIDES AND PELTS.

your Job Printing.

.niHií

mi.

niWM

lílijfl

"THE BEST EVER"

a. thorouly exie
reoLÜze for you the

'

OOTHEQO

.

EVERY YARD- man we have, is w.ifle 'awaké and takes ah interest in handling the cattl
consigned to us. That's why we secure for you the very best ."fill'' your
cattle will take. .Our office methods are absolutely reliable.' We believe
those things make it worth your while to ship to us don't you, too?
-

CLAY ROBINSON

(&

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Through train daily without charge between San Francisco, Los Angeles

CO.,

and

,

El Paso, and Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago,

DeQVér,

.

,

Siox

Sou.

Kansas City,

South Omaha,

;

IF YOU

WANT
:SEL

,

Pac.-J-

E.

P.-N.-

ood Rock Island System's.'

E.

i

,

Dining, Tourist, Double and Sirigle Drawing Rooms
and Observation SI eep.ng Cars. Electric Light. Steam Heat.'
Insist on a ticket via the GOLDEN STATE LIMITED.

S. St. Joseph.

City,.

,

,

VIA

Live &tock Comrriisson Stock Yards.
Chicago,

5

Koyyivciv Mexico.

Every Salesman we have is

rienced ine capable man. Th.t'8 why we
last penny your stock will bring on the market.

;

;

,
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;

Legal Blanks, Letter, Bill ' and Note. Heads,
Statements i Business Cards and other classes
of printing at moderate prices'. 'Satisfaction
guaranteed.
;t
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;
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Buffet-Librar-
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A. N.. Brown,
Geni. Pass. Agrt.
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El Paso, Texas.
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Merca ntile Co.
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Lots
Houses or anv Riña o
Property!
Writef--

A. S. Büshkevitz,

Lock Box D,
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New Mex.
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MERCANCIAS GENERALES.

APAGAN EL PRECIO MAS
ALTO.;: 'PÓR.
:
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.
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eses, Carneros, Zaqate, Grarjo, Madera,
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LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS.

Wagón Móur)d,
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SUBSCRIBE NOW TO THE
li

avance

er

Apply for Subscription to,
F. S.

Ó rtcga,

TREASURER.

Mora

CO..

P jo. cc.
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WAGON MOUND

N,

MX

S. BiSftkcvitz,

fcA.
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Nótary Public;
Land 'Locator and Surveyor;

J. Á'ppél of $. Appél

LAND" M ATTCRá' 'sEdfjfLT y

Sells Land Scrip t.
&

DAWSON

..( ......
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fsac Appel of Las Veg as, departed
Best. .safest fon Springer, on Sunday's train.
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Mike Miller andMerijildo
are .tne owners of a Placer Gold
Miné on the Red Hiver near Armenta.
í:

...

Mr. Prank Carpenter, returned
from Kansas City on Sunday, where
he went witn 2 car loads ot cattle, he
reports. market very dull. '

REAL. ESTATE. ETC

vRoyv N.: Mex.

.

mr,

e ran

a. ivoy,

ReLtichmens Home

Saloon

v

P. GONZALES &
'

;

ieit w eunes- tuere he will

day for fcpnngeiy
go to Raton and Santa Pe. On
.
sonal usiness.
k-oi-

address:
F. A. Van Riter. Agent,

per,

The St. Louis Expositior):

The El Paso Northeastern and Rock Island Systems offer very ' low xcur- sion rates to St. Louis' Mo., Portland Ore. and all points North, Northeast
Through ser ice daily between Los
and East.
;
AngeWaád El Paso, 'and' Chicago, Kansas City and St; Louis consisting
of Standard Tourist sleeping cars, dining and chair cars; '
Weekly tourist car ' between LosAngeles and El Paso and St Paul and
Minneapolis.
Don't forget the "Best Meals onWheels."
For further information call on your naar'ast tickat agint, or address:
to see the World's Fair. For detailed
v
'" information call on or v

f

.tril

our office;

propKiatorS.

RATES, from Roy to
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ABSTRACTS.
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andro Archuleta.

WITH REFERENCE TO
LOANS, INVESTMENTS,.
INSURANCE.UND TiANI)i
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SYSTEM.
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quickest
Can
also
GovénméhT
Hoy
will open a
Mondragon,
way of
Serve Lunch Counter, in the" saloon of Leentering
'
YOU.
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Co. , aná

' Roy,
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New México. '

A. N. Brown,
r
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p, A.

G. F. &

El Paso, Tex.

"Mrs. P. Branch, is down" sick
with phn'emnoni a , Our Ur.Evans is
Kept on the go, tiiu Kind of wea,
ther. )
,
?

dealers' in wine, liquors, beers

&

CIGARS.

00

00

kinds of

l11

AMMUSEMENT

GAMES

GIVE US A CALL.

,

Popular Advertising.

Mr. Underwood bi Tres Pinos,
California, came in iai, Friday to
uncle P. M. Hughes, at La
Cinta Ranch.
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Cantina deN

Evans,

.
B- A man Who had a baa cold said
he had 'jd&ti set
a vig oi his
PHISICIAN & SURGEON.
ovvti. lc- was - a ii.o uoarse and Office at Floersheim Merc. Co.'s Pharmacy.
a nacK.

Dr. F.

0000000000000
'i
s.' f .a;
like
are
cockroaches,
Doctor
MONEY
,youuuce jet
into
terriuij uimcuit
MADE house,
tneui'.'oat again.
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J. Denjetrio MediQa.

-

ROY, N. M.
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NO CAPITAL NEDEED

Address: Mora S Publishing
ROY,
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N. MEX
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W. H. Wilcox,

v

ljosses in sheep are very great,
'
tlué shéepiutn report tna
uie cause
being Iroen lioois, tnu.G the majority
of; the iheep 'walK lame.
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Resorte

GENERAL WOOD

stórm, the Railroau Water berviee
men, were unable to commence their
water test at the Chicos a Ranch.
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Excelentes
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AGRADABLE.
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Wíxgon Mound, N. M.

WORKER.

ROY,' N.M

Rock Island System.

On account oí tne heavy cold

LA

'

Roy, N. M.

Contractor. Builder. Carpenter and

Our County School Supt. is expected to visit us. in a couple oi days,
it will be 'his first trip to this 'District, since his election to oíüce.

j

,

Blanchard Mitchel,

,

EXCELENTES

Popular LICORES
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S. Court Ccmroissioner.
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Jealers
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in "all kinds of domes
tic Wine?, Liquors, í Igars and .Tobaccos. ICE for-- sale at all times.
The best goods, and "finest BAR in
town.' Family trade a Speciality.
,

r

Tony Scheerer, has ehe" Contract to uo the plastering in our new
School 'House.' And on - account of
Tenemos constantemente' en sur
the cold weather was unable to commv
tido una completa linea de los ence his work.
r
Cervezas,
mejores Vinos, Licores,
The ROY BLACKSMITH
y Cigarros.?':.-;i " '' - C. F. La Mountain. Genl. ' Agt.
f, $ '"
Loan
Banking,
of the, lnternátidñal
SHOP. ..
Por información de preciefs, etc.(
Entretenimientos y Juegos
'
: í
,!
& 'Financing Association, of Denver, Diríjanse á,
'"
Mike. Miller Prop Roy, N. M.
de toda CLASE.
Colo., was here organizing a Local
B.
A.
Speucer?
,
Also Operates A Me&t Market.
Board of which A. S. Bushkevitz was
v "ASST. GENL. F, &,'P'
Wagon MouQd,
appointed Local Agt.,

LA PÜÁZÁ.

La

Propia

i

.

"

N.

MEXICO.

í3

Chattel Mortgage Sale will take
place here in, front of the P. O..' On
the 14 th day of February A. D. 190o,
of,D. G. Martinez persona) property
By A. S. Bushkevitz, Assignee and
'
t';
owner oft. Mortgage.

NOTICE!

The Drawing for the

Amarillo, Tex.

ROY LAND

.,...,.;.,,&..'..

'railway,;

Hand-

We will consider you a Subscribridle, took place
some Half-brea- d
yrs.
one
with
up
you.
charge
and
ber
.
Saloon on Tues- Bros
Roy
in the
subscription; "if you. do not notify day night, " 100 chances were sold
the Postmaster; of refusal.
'
le. to $1.00.' Mr. John Irvin oí
frm
MORA COUNTY PUBLISHING COMPANY. this' placa
was the winner , with
Nn.11. The bridle is" worth about is the

California

:

AVISO!
Á todos quienes récivan este periódico, nosotros consideramos como
un suscritor y le cargamos $2.oo por
un año de suscripción á nuestro
riodico, si no notifican a su Estafetero que no lo quiere recivir.
LA CO., PÜBLISISTA

DE CO., DE MORA.

,

.

";

world

(fc

that

Owners of Roy

town-site-

.

Sold

"Town.L-.ot- s

Limited

finest equiped train in the
from West to
f run i
,
on, wheels.
Best,
service
of
East..
&':
.I,'.
Tliur-sda1
met
on
The SchoolSoard
For further particulars regarding
upon a call 5. the President, to freight and. passenger rates, apply
consider a special levy'' of 2 mills', to at Depot.
purchase desks and additional impro
F. B. Strong, agent.
vements to the new school House
Wm. C. Roy, AS. Bushkevitz, and
jf Black, G. P. & T. - A.
J. D. Mc Grath being present
Kansas
.Topckc,

$35. 00.

Live Stock; Go.,

parts of town,

A

v,

MODERATE PRICES.

HOY,
MORA

N. MEX.

-

vey's,

One of the senators ordered
cold roast beef, potato salad and a
mug of ale.
The beef was slow in coming. The
senator grew impatient Finally he
hailed the ponderous George Harvey,
who has fed all the famous men in
the country for the past forty years.
"Harvey," said he, querulously, "I ordered cold roast beef fifteen, minutes

ago."
And when thTsky cicw bright,
He beamed and snulec

"PUSS" GOT A SCALDING.
Humorous to the Audience But Pain-

The liites likTstately dames,
Stood still nd cold;

Six lilies tuf ad to the west

But the popples lay like flames

la a. garden firf

On the dark brown motfi.

And die south wind sowed in jest

'

Some poppiestbefe

Down ttmnfstOfinoi bail
In ruthlcsTsbowirs

And the sun looted wan and taU,
For love of the flowers.

1

:

f

y

SIDELIGHTS IN CONGRESS
Anecdotes Related of and by the Gathered Statesmen at Washington
Judge Bartlett of Georgia, illustrating the way in which the Hill currency, bill was framed, told the story of
how the master and his former slave
settled up after the war. The old
slave was faiyning on shares. At the
end of the; season he was settling up
for his provisions, implements and
supplies.
The master took down a
'big book and showed the darky the
debits and credits.
"Now, you understand, Mose, don't
you," he asked, "your share is small,
but everything is plain?"
"Yas, sir, des as plain as day," answered the old darky, looking at the
columns of figures, "des as plain as
day- -

"Nought is a nought,
t
... ?
Figger is a figger,
"""
All for de white man
And none for de nigger."

"That's the way it is with the Hill
bill," said Dr. Bartlett.
"Nought is a nought,
Figger is a figger,
All for the banks,
And nothing for the government."

"The meanest man I ever knew,"
said Representative Ryan of Buffalo,
"was a chap who ohe night came to
the house of a doctor, who is trying
to build up a practice on the east side
in Buffalo, during the Christmas holidays. It war snowing and very cold.
" 'Doctor,' he said, 'what are your
terms?'
'"One dollar for an office visit and
$2 for a call,' the doctor replied.
" 'Have you a horse?'
4

When
Representative
"Birdie"
Adams of Pennsylvania was making
his impassioned plea, in the. House a
day. or two ago demanding the whipping post for wife beaters in the District of Columbia, a group of members

discussed the orator.
"You wouldn't think,' said one of
them, "that Adams is the man who,
singlo handed and alone, declared war
on Spain."
"Who says so?" asked a new member.
"He says so himself," the other replied, and he got the congressional

directory and read from the biography prepared by Adams himself these
lines:
Congress, as act-- .
"In the Fifty-fift- h
ing chairman of the committee on
foreign affairs, Mr. Adams reported,
conducted through the House, and
had charge of (in conference with the
senate) the Cuban resolutions, and
drafted, introduced,
reported, and
passed through the House of Representatives, in one hour, the declaration of war against Spain."
.

After the New Year's reception at

the White Housejone )f the younger
members of the diplomatic corps called on Secretary Hay to say that he
was called to Chicago for a few days.

ful to Actor.
one of the noted
"animal actors" of England, has some
interesting stories to tell of his experiences on the stage. Seeing an advertisement for a man to play the Spider
in "The Silver King" young Lennon
wrote to the manager offering his services. Of course, he had heard of the
popular melodrama, but having no
idea of the character of Capt. Skinner,
he explained that he had just made a
success as a cat in pantomime, and
felt "perfectly sure he could act a
spider to everybody's satisfaction."
Apropos of cats at Christmas, Mr.
Lennon has a vivid recollection of introducing a most realistic and painful
from his own point of view piece
of acting into "Dick Whittington," at
the old Adelphi, London, some years
ago. One of the comedians had to
carry, a tub of hot water onto the
stage. The property man, determined that there should be plenty of
steam, heated it to boiling point. The
comedian, believing it to be only com,

O. E. Lennon,

fortably warm, purposely tipped half
pint over the cat as he ran past. The
children in the audience 'shrieked
Laughingly he wanted to know of the with laughter, and when the poor
secretary if he might draw for money puss, severely scalded, executed a
in the event that he should go broke frenzied dance round the stage all the
while seeing the stock yards out grown-up- s
Joined in. Mr. Lennon was
west.
the only person who could not see the
. At the time the two were standing joke.
close to a window that was open to
let in the delicious afternoon air,
That Rising Inflection.
which was refreshing, though a trifle She needn't be handsome, she needn't be
witty,
warm. The sun was just coming out
She needn't be filled with t& arts of the
from a bank of clouds. The weather
city;
was as spring-lik- e
as it has been for She needs only one thing to pass my inspection;
some days.
"Ah, if this weather keeps up," replied Mr. Hay, "blackberries will soon
be ripe, and you then can pick your
way back home."

"'Yes.'
'"Well, hitch up and I'll

go along
you
with you. I need
out in West
Seneca a ways.'
"The doctor had his horse brought
around and the man got in the buggy
They drove about four
with him.
miles out Into the country.
" 'Here's the place,' said the man,
as they reached a farmhouse. Then he

GENEEAL DEBILITY EESULT3 PBOM
IMPOVERISHED BLOOD.

That Makes New Blood
Vanishes Weakness, Headaches, Indigestion and Nervous Troubles.
Hundreds of women suffer from head-achedizziness, restlessness, lauguor
and timidity. Few realize that their
misery all comes from the bad state of
their blood. They take one thing for
their head, another for their stomach,
a third for their nerves, and yet all the
while it is simply their poor blood that
is the cause of their discomfort.
If one sure remedy for making good,
rich blood were used every one of their
distressing ailments would disappear, as
they did in the case of Mrs. Ella F.
Stone, who had been ailing for years and
was completely run down before she realized the nature of her trouble.
11
For several years," said Mrs. Stone,
suffered from general debility.' It
began about 1896 with indigestion, nervousness and steady headaches. Up to
1900 1 hadn't been able to find any relief
from this condition. I was then very
thin and bloodless. An, enthusiastic
friend, who had used Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills, urged me to give them a trial and
I finally bought a box.
" I did not notice any marked change
from the use of the first box, but I determined to give them a fair trial and I
kept on. When I had finished the
second box I could see very decided signs
of improvement in my condition. I began to feel better all over and to have
hopes of a complete cure.
" I used in all eight or ten boxes, and
when I stopped I had got back my regular weight and a good healthy color and
the gain has lasted. I can eat what I
please without discomfort. My nervousness is entirely gone, and, while I had
constant headaches before, I very rarely
have one now. I cheerfully reconi mend
Dr. Williams Pink Pills to women who
suffer as I did." '
Mrs. Stone was 6een at her pretty
home in Lakewood, E. I., where, as tho
result of her experience, Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills are very popular. These famous pills are sold by all druggists. A
book that every woman needs is published by the Dr. Williams Medicine
Company, Schenectadv, N. Y. It is entitled "Plain Talks to Women, "and will
be sent free ou request.
The Remedy

s,

"Good gracious!" Harvey replied;
"I must see about that. It ought to
be cold by this time."

As á fond (athet might
Onastrickeñ'chi!d

HER BLOOD TOO THIN

Her remarks mustn't' end with a rising
inflection.

If you 'ne'er knew a maiden with this affectation,
Stop reading this, turn to your own rumination!
But, ah, if you've met her, you'll fathom
the reason
I hold her a girl that's not fitting to
freeze on!

For a sentence or two, say, you don't
find the question
Concluding each statement too hard for
digestion,
But when for an hour the same thing
continues,
It gets every nerve in your bone and
your sinews!
You feel like

a witness a lawyer's been

quizzing
In the box for five hours; and there's

'
something
In ear and in brain when you're ready to
leave her
Suggesting you're taken with quinine and

fever!

And when in the hallway "good night"
you are saying,
A speedy escape from the agony praying,
"Good night?" she replies, the inflection

adorning,
Suggesting a doubt if it's night and not
morning!
New Orleans

Times-Democr-

"I

The man who can't get a seat in a
street car can usually find one when

he goes skating.

A Well Deserved

. The accident
of birth carries no in
surance with it.

at.

Wh'y They Moved On.
handed the doctor $2.
Two
Irishmen, evidently laborers
" 'You needn't go in,' he said.
'A
off, were peering through
day
liveryman wanted to charge me $5 to with a
bring me out here, but I thought I the iron fence into Trinity churchyard
the other morning. They were on the
would rather give you $2."
Broadway side where the big skyscraper
under erection overhangs the
Former Senator Henry G. Davis of
of
quiet
the graves.
WTest Virginia, recently Democratic
A
concealed steam pipe runs out
candidate for the vice presidency,
called on the president to pay his from the foundation excavations, and
respects. The president greeted Mr. with a hissing, sizzling sound lets out
the steam in such a way that the
Davis cordially, saying:
"I ara glad to see you, Mr. Davis. vapor seems to rise from the earth
Walk right into my office. You are and curl cloudily around the monuto precedence over all ments. All this must have visualized
entitled
something to one of the laborers. Half
others."
he turned to his companfascinated,
The president and Mr. Davis had a
said:
ion
and
pleasant chat about matters of mu"We'll be lavln' here, Mike. There's
tual personal interest.
minny a cheerfuller soight nor that
There were two senators and two fr a man as sets off dinnymite blasts
representatives at luncheon at Har f'r his livin'." New York Sun.

Tribute.

The awarding of the Grand Prize to the Wlnchestei
Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., at the St,
Louis Exposition, confers upon this company tin
highest mark of distinction attained by any manu.
facturer of guns or ammunition in the world.
Although a great number of medals were given tq
this class of manufacturers, the only award of a.
Grand Prize was to the Winchester Repeating Amu
Co.; and given as it was in competition with the leading manufacturers of all countries, It testifies in a
most decided way to the superiority of Wlnchestei
rifles, shotguns and ammunition over all other makes,
ThesucceBs attained by ine Winchester Kepeatlnq
Arms Co. at this exposition is simply in Une with thfl
honors received In the past. At the Paris Exposition,
Winchester arms and ammunition received tha
Grand Prix; and wherever they have been exhibited
they have always been given the highest possible
prizes. This latest recognition of superiority is tha
natural result of thirty years of careful and successful emleavor in maintaining the high quality of
Winchester rifles, shotguns and ammunition.

TEA
We choose to sell tea ; and
it goes from

Alaska to

Mexico.

It's the tea!
Your grocer returns your money
like Schilling's Best.

if you don't

The right man in the right place
often adu3 to the number of the
sheriff's boarders.
$36.00

per M. Lewis' "Single Binder,"

straight 5c cigar, costs the dealer some
more than other 5c cigars, but the higher
price enables this factory to use higher
grade tobacco. Lewis' Factory, Peoria,

I1L

The shorter a man is of brains the
longer he is on collars.
Barber Hair Cut? Colonel Baldun
Really, you flatter me.

Simple Remedies Best
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It may be said, with little fear of
contradiction from those who know
the facts, that if a cast Iron law forbidding the use of any drug whatever
in the treatment of headache could bo
enacted and enforced there would be
much less misery for the coming generation than there is for this.
A sufferer from repeated headaches
who has found a means of relief in
"headache

recurring periodically, a physician
must, of course, be consulted, that he
may find the cause eye strain, disease of the ears, nose, stomach or
other distant organs and remove
it if possible. But the separate attacks of headache have to '.o relieved
if severe, and in these cases it is better not to resort to drugs unless the
drugs are taken under the special
guidance' of a physician.
In the congestive headache, marked
by throbbing and made worse by
stooping or lying down, a cold towel
or an Ice bag applied to the head, a
hot water bag to the spine, a mustard
foot bath one or more will often
give relief when many drugs fail.
In the anaemic form of headache
marked by pallor, In which the pain
is made less severe by lying down,
massage of the head or the application of warm cloths to the head and
face will often be found grateful. A
bilious headache may
threatened
sometimes be warded oif by a dose of
epsom salts, as may other headaches
due to "autointoxication," and one duo
to overuse of the eyes or eye strain
will usually, if taken at. the moment
of the first warning, be arrested or
mitigated by closing the book and
going for a walk. Youth's

powders"

or other even
less harmful drugs may dispute this
assertion, but the victims of some
drug habit or the friends of one
whose heart, poisoned by acetanilid
or antipyrin, has oUdenly ceased to
beat before its time will look at the
matter from another point of view en-

tirely.

During the Spanish war numbers of
would-b-

e

recruits were rejected

be-

cause of a weak heart, and In the
epidemic of pneumonia which ravaged

the country last winter an unusual
number of deaths occurred from failure of the heart to meet the added
strain.
Although various causes have doubtless been at work to weaken the
hearts of the present generation,
there can be no question that one potent influence has been the indiscriminate use of headache powders.
I12 all cases of habitual headache

For Infants and Children.
.mll

Always Bought
ÁVfcgetable Preparationfor As-

similating

Japanese newspaper recently received In this city tells a remarkable
story of the part played by astrology
in the present war with Russia. It
etates that Japan has for many years
looked forward to a war with Russia,
and the MI?sado got the opinions of
the most noted astrologers in his
realm as to the most favorable time
to begin hostilities. It seems the old
science of astrology is still ' regarded
in Japan as a valuable aid in determining the affairs of life, and the
various aspects of the planets are
studied with great care. In astrology
every country is ruled by a certain
sign of the zodiac, and the fortunes
and misfortunes of any country can
be determined by the beneficent or
malefic planets as they pas3 through
the country's zodiacal sign. .
The sign of Aquarius rules Russia,
and when the Mikado's astrologers
were consulted about five years ago
they at once gave it as their opinion
that the most opportune time to begin war would be when the evil
planet Saturn passes through that
sign. Saturn's influence is very male

and astrology has it that any per
son or country aflllcted by that planet's influence is doomed to fail. Saturn passed into the sign Aquarius last
year and remains therein two and a
half years. By retrograde motion the
planet has now. reached the fifteenth
degree in that sign, wielding its powerful influence against the fortunes ol
Russia in favor of Japan. Considering the success Japan has so far had
in the war, the prophecy of the Japanese astrologers has been in part fulfilled. However, Japan must win before Saturn passes from Aquarius
into the next sign, Pisces, for then the
influence of evil will have passed
away from Russia and Japan's chances
agairst her would not be so .avorable.
In order to accomplish this Japan la
pushing the war with all possible
speed, feeling secure in the belie!
that the stars are on her side, while
Russia, with all. her resources and
vast army is for the time helpless
because of the celestial influence operating against her.
Students ol
astrology all over the world are
watching the outcome with great interest. Exchange.
fic,

-

'

The Stars and Stripes!
Built of the hills and the plains and
the lakes,
With her great sky for its dome.
And 'rah for tho stretch of the eagle's

great big friend of all the world
And he has no need to pose and Strut
As the only great "I am!"
He knows there ia none as big as himA

Ia your genial Uncle Sam,

self,
But on this he makes his brag-T- hat
there's none so happy, and none so
free
Aa the millions under his flag!
Then It's eyes front guide right-Dr- ess
to your uncle's flag!
can endure
It's an emblem pure that.
Without the aid of brag.;
Light of tho hopeless, hope of the

j

slfl-V-

It was, and ever shall be;
So it's stand by hats oil

To the flag of liberty!
Th eagle's standard tops them all
'Rah! for the eagle bird.
And the rest stand 'round and He to the
ground
When his piercing voice Is heard.
be seen
In his talons keen there may
red, white, and blue;
A flag
And he bears it high in the golden sky
Tor Freedom's sons to view.

Then it's rally, boys cheer, boys
'Rah for the eagle's home;

Suggests Church Costume.
In Longman's Magazine Andrew
Lang suggests that there should be a
church costume some garment of
cheap material covering the wearer

wing

That covers this Western world;

And all hurrah for the sand in hla
craw, ,
And the flag that shall never b
furled
--

1

The battle line,1 the bloody breach,
Have seen its folds of llame,
Where dripping eteel and the shrapnel'!
,
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EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

must look awfully run down."

u

NCW VONK CITY.

OCNTAUH COMPANY.

Denver Directory
STOVE
Pullen,

TEA

REPAIRS of every known mak
of stove, furnace or ranpe. Geo. A.
Lawrence, Denver. Phone 725.

1331

oni wagonmakers' suriHp.
wholesale and retail. Moore
Iron Co.. ISth & Wtr.ee, Denver.

Rl ArtlfMITUQ'
DLHUIVúlVMino

Moneyback means that
the tea is good and well
worth the money.
Can't mean anything else.
Tour grocer returns your money it you don't
Uke Schilling'

or

s--

Pirra
THI

"I see they are making watches now
that are only an eighth of an inch
"A watch as thin as that
thick."

ea

over
Thirty Years

f:
NEW YORK.
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Tac Simile Signature of

Astrology and the War
A

The Kind You Have

Hardware

VlF nFVFinP
" vs-- tl-U-r
P hoto Supply Co.,

1

Any stze flltn.2'c f.er roll.
pontage paid. The Smith

535 Stout St.

BROWN PALACE HOTEL

Te

European plan, $ .50 and upward.
1

AMERICAN HOUSE
host

Best.

&

12

per day hotel In the West.

llt.Z

Aroeil jnn Plan.

KiK!

A man who lets his wife get up of a COLUMBIA HOTEL
cold morning and light the-- fire will pi too 11.60 to 12 00. An erican 1 lan.
never set the world ablaze.
,

Oxford Hotel

Mother Gray's Sweet Fowders for Children.
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse Denver. One block from I'ninn Deoot.
C. II. MOUSE, Mffr.
in the Children's Home in New York, cure Fireproof.
Constipation, Feverishness, Bad Stomach,
pwy
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the a .o,- - mnmam
Bowels and Destroy Worms. Over 80,000
testimonials. At all Druggists, 25c. Sample
jf CNwpJ
"wiii. IMiMiiuJf
"""i fcm.in,.
FREE. Address A.S.01mstéd, LeRoy, N.Y. CshU
tmr ltiiiiiI
Special rates to gardeners. Best ImA woman may believe only half what
and American Stock. Price-lis- t
she hears, but she always hears twice ported
and Catalog free to all applicants.
as much as a man.
THE L. A. WATKINS MDSE. CO.
A GUARANTE KD CURE FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protrudlnx Piles. Your 1525 to 1531 Wazee St., Denver, Colo.
druggist will refund money if 1'AZO OINTMENT
fulla to cure you in 6 to 14 days. 50c.

Girls beg the question when they try
to Induce men to propose.
Mrs. WInslow's Soothlnjr Syrup.

For children teething, softens the guron, reduces fe
fiwnmatlon, allays pain, cures wind eolio. 25c a bottle.

screech
Were all a part of the game.
But the boys "stood pat" for all of that,
If you are going to have the world at
And the flag "stayed pat" where thej your
feet, don't let your foot slip.
took it,
And though heroes foil in a rain of hell-- Yet
never a man forsook it!
j (jo not believe Piso's Cure for Consumption
an equal for coughs and colds. John F.
Das
Then it's steady, boys ready, boys
Trinity Springs, Ind., Feb. 15, 1900.
Botkb,
For the banner of liberty!
The flag that blesses hill and plain
;
And kisses the bounding sea.
The coming man seldom arrives on
Light of the hopeless, hope of the schedule
time.
world!
;
ever
bless;
Mankind it
shall
It will shed its light till the world is
bright
And its shadows never grow less!
Georgo F. Viett, in Leslie's Weekly,
Poor tea is poor comfort;

are known by what they have

grown. For Jmir a century tncy
have been the standard liaven't
failed once to produce bigger, bet
ter crops tnan anv otners. oía
by all dealers,
1003 Heed An.
nual free to all applicants.

D. M. FERRY & CO..

'Detroit, Mich.

TEA

from head to foot and cape to corre
spond. Then, says Mr. Lang, "nobody
will be ashamed to go to church be
cause he has hot a frock coat and tall

hat."

there is no difficulty in
ting it good.

get-

NEW PENSION LAWS
Apply to NATHAN BICKFORD, 914 F SU,

Wfshinaton, D. C.

BEGGS' CHERRY COUGH
The boy who turns out to be as smart
as his mother predicts is truly a 5YRUP cures coughs and colds.
...
wonder.

Famous Structure Decays
(Special Correspondence.)
One by one the ancient structures of on as many triumphal arches in the
Europe, after centuries of neglect, are Eternal City. That Constantine took
falling into decay. Westminster abbey them off to Constantinople to grace
has fallen a victim to the gases of his hippodrome. It Is definitely known,
London, and is being repaired; the however, that when the Venetians
noble Alhambra, the monument left sacked Constantinople, after the siege
by the Moors as a legacy to Spain, in the year 1203, the four horses were
has almost surrendered to the ravages transported to Venice and set up on
of time and neglect; two years ago St. Mark's. When Napoleon was con'
the majestic Campanile, in Venice, quering Italy he, with his Dark Ages
crumbled into dust in the Piazza San Ideas, packed off the horses with such
Marco, almost without warning, and other treasures as his artistic taste
now the glory of Venice, the beautiful dictated to Paris. From 1797 until
Church of San Marco, 1815 the horses were in Paris, for
which was venerable even when the with the eclipse of the first emperor
republic on the Adriatic was in the the various countries he had plundered requested the return of the loot,
and the king of France, whom they
had restored to his throne, could not
very well refuse.
blue-dome- d
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Clock Tower.
heyday of its power, is found to be in
danger of collapse.
The report of Trof. Manfredi and
Signor Marangoni, recently submitted,
gave some alarming information about
the condition of St. Mark's. The
greatest danger to this basilica is in
the foundations, which have been constantly giving way in divers directions. All the walls show such cracking and weakening that it leads to the
conclusion that under the magnificent
dress of marble and mosaic is concealed the most alarming decrepitude.
So bad Is the condition of the vaults"
called the Paradise and Apocalypse
that their complete and definite restoration is absolutely necessary. It is

Familiar for Centuries.
The three cedar pili, or flagstaffs,
which rise from the pavement of the
square In front of the church to above
the bronze horses, have been familiar
objects for centuries. In the old days
the banners of Cyprus, Candía and the
Morea floated from them, recalling
the victories of the Venetians, but
now on Sundays and festivals, the Italian colors float from them.
Another interesting object of the
square is the clock of the Torreo dell
Orologio, on the top of which two
bronze figures of Moors strike a bell
with each hour. The legend has it
that one of these tollers of the hour
is a murderer. Once upon a time a
poor workman, unconscious that hour
was about to be tolled, got within
reach of one of the figures, and being
struck with the swinging hammer
was thrown to his death in the square
below. The clock is not only a Avork
of art, but gives a variety of information. Its dial is of blue and gold, and
upon it are told not only the Italian
hours, which run from one to twenty-foubut the quarters of the moon
and the position of the twelve signs of
the zodiac On the upper story, above
the dial, is a gigantic lion, and beneath it a gilded statue of the Virgin
Mary. During the month of May, at
certain hours, a door near this figure
opens and the Magi appear, pass before her, salute her with their crowns
and disappear by another door.
r,

PUZZLE FOR THE POLICE.
This was allowed, and NIccolo was
growing wealthy, "to the scandal oí
the' Venetians. Yet their word had Dog Belonging to Thirsty Australian
Successfully Evades Law.
been given, so, instead of annulling
law badly wants to, arrest a
The
the privilege, it was ordered that
(M. L.) dog for aiding and
Taihapo
All
henceforth
executions should take
place between the columns. That de- abetting his owner to quench an unstroyed the gambling monopoly, for lawful thirst. The owner had a .viohenceforth it was considered a place lent desire for beer, and be also had a
prohibition order out against him. So,
of ill omen.
The treasures In St. Mark's itself not being able to get beer personally,
would require a very considerable cat- he handed the dog a kit with a shilalogue to merely suggest their vari- ling in It.
In a few minutes the dog came back
ety and value. Begun in the year 830,
the shilling, but with a bottle
minus
the first church was destroyed by
'
The local policeman has
fire in 976. Subsequently it was re- of beer.
awake at night wondering
lying
built, and the building as we know it been
was consecrated in 1085. During its whom he is to arrest for infringement
building every vessel that sailed to of the "prohib." order. For one thing,
the East was, obliged to bring a con- it can't be proved that the man told
liquor.
tribution for St. Mark's. Within it the dog to get the
The dog can't be accused of will-fullare more than 500 pillars of rare Orisupplying a prohibited person,
ental marbles ana some of the finest
Byzantine mosaics. Within the bap- partly because the dog had received
master was
tistry the mass of granite which forms no legal notice that its
prohibited, partly because the dog
wasn't a vendor of liquor, partly, also,
because it ,didn't take the cork out
to see what was in the bottle. So it
can't be proved that it knew what it
'
''if
was supplying. And there is no law
4 r'li-'against supplying liquor to dogs, so
It Is hard to see how the publican can
be dealt with. Sydney Bulletin.
y
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Rocking stones are not unfamiliar
curiosities in the United States and
other countries have them, with more
or less interesting features. In far
away Tibet a small temple Is erected
on a big stone apparently so delicate-
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STONE OF AUSTRALIA.
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Pulpit, Cathedral of St. Mark.
the altar is said to be the stone on
which Christ stood when he preached
to the people of Tyre. The altar
screen dates back to 1105, when it was
brought from Constantinople. The
high altar, with its bronze gates and
marble columns, once adorned the
Church of St. Sophia in Constantinople. There will also be found In St.
Mark's the famous picture of the Virgin believed to have been painted by
St. Luke.

'

Theological Criticism.

The Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott's pronouncement as to tie First Cause
continues to be the leading theme of
theological dispute, and no two of
his critics agree in their interpretation of its exact meaning and significance. All of which recalls the old
"The new meenis-ter- .
Scotch toast:
days
week he's invees-iblin
the
Sax
on
he's
seventh
the
and
Boston Herald (Ind.).

History of the Columns.
The columns of St. Mark's, like
everything about the square, have
a miracle that they maintain their their, history. They form a sort of
open door from the molo, and are the
equilibrium.
attract the
That St. Mark's be preserved is no first objects which
stranger
enters
who
Venice
from the
longer merely a question for Venice
colsea.
were
originally
There
three
glorito answer, for artistically that
umns,
brought
from
of
the
islands
ous treasure belongs to the world.
1127,
archipelago
in
the
one
but
sank
Who can conceive of a Venice .without
Not So Enjoyable.
this grand old basilica, under which entirely out of sight and has never
century
a
been
For
recovered.
half
Your wedding
Friend
breakfast
lie buried the remains of the
two
on
one
no
laid
the
for
shore,
delightful
the
a
affair.
was
saint in whose honor the edifice was raised? It is the loadstone
of the Place or Piazza of St. Mark,
and the Place of St. Mark, as Mr. How-ell- s
has told those of us who did not
know it, is the heart of Venice.

Év

e,

incom-preheensible-

."

lion-heart- ed

Treasury of Art.
St. Mark's is more than a church; it
is a treasury of art, for in the Middle
Ages, when the fleets of the Venetians
ruled the seas, in the days when
Turks were to be fought in those religious wars known as Crusades, when
the shores of the eastern Mediterranean were kept In order by the republic of the Adriatic, the choicest spoils
from every sacked city or town were
brought to Venice and added to the
art treasures of St. Mark's. Of these,
perhaps the most notable are the four
antique bronze horses which ornament
the facade. Each cf them weighs a
ton, and their origin is still unknown.
It is said that they weré treasures
of Alexandria, and were carried to.
Rome by Augustus after he defeated
Marc Antony in 30 B. C. It is also said
that five Roman emperors placed them

balanced that every motion of it
Yet it
seems to threaten disaster.
has been ln the same position, for
hundreds of years. This picture shows
one in Australia which combines the
features of a, hanging rock with a
rocking stone, It is at Chillagoe,
Queensland, and Is quite a freak, as
you may judge from the picture.
New York Herald.
Iy

Dispossessed Large Coon.
While chopping at Munroe, Conn.,
Patrick Gorman felled a hollow maple
tree which was the temporary home
of a coon weighing 17 pounds. The
pelt is now among .Gorman's prized
possessions.
Famous

Bridge of Sighs.

could raise them. Then the Doge Sebastian Giani promised to grant the
request of anyone who would place
them in position. A certain Niccolo,
who was called "the blackleg," suc-

ceeded, and then requested the privilege of gambling between the columns, for it. was forbidden ia Venice.

Mr. Honeymoon (with a sigh)
but we've had others since.

,

Yes,

The Strenuous Life,
He keeps us busy.
Papa Ye3, indeed. ' You can get all
the exercise you need amusing a
baby.
Mama

Smokers Forbid Smoking.
Between puffs from good Havanas,
one of which was in the hands of each
member, the Memphis, Tenn., legislative council passed an ordinance the
other night which forbids smoking in
the rear of a street car or in any public place where a placar! Is displayed
forbidding it.

(Copyright,

1904.

may go out, you know, on Thursday
and on Saturday or Sunday afternoon,
too, if you want to. And you must
get acquainted with the other girls
around here. Then you won't feel
homesick, or so lonely."
Olga laughed. "I never homesick
feel," she answered, "back to Frau
Ollendorff I would not go."
But, nevertheless, she took advice,
and gradually made the acquaintance
of the neighborhood domestics and

by Daily Story Pub. Co.)

then there came the crisis.
One night Olga charged into the
presence of Peterson and his wife
with fire in her eye.
"Swindlers," she exclaimed wrath-fully- ,
"swindlers und
liárs und
thieves. Yes; I say it. Me, a poor
innocent girl you would deceive. You
smiled and, nodded.
both of you. You brought me over
"All these things," she answered,
here,
and here I am. And what7
"already have I done."
pay
You
me ten dollars. Ten little
Peterson rose, as she left. "What a
girl, Matilda!" he reiterated. Seizing dollars. Katie, next door she get
a piece of paper, he hastily sketched twenty. Rosalie she get twenty-three- .
And no washing no iron;
two faces one a bédraggled Irish
nothiDg.
And I i am a slave. For
girl; the other, Olga.
"Look on this picture and on that," ten little dollars. Bah."
he said. "Oh, for an Olga in New
Jersey." He glanced at the ruin for
an instant and then slapped his thigh.
"Suppose," he ventured, "suppose,
Matilda, we should take her back
home with us, and forget Maggie.
Think of it." '
"But the expense," protested Mrs.
Peterson. "It wouldn't pay."
Peterson frowned, "The expense,"
he mused. "Hang it!' There's the
trouble.
It wouldn't pay.
That's
true."
He strode lazily toward the house
and disappeared" and took his bath.
When he reappearedlooking fresh as
a man does who has had a bath and
knows it, the dinner was ready,
spread daintily, under the tree and
waiting for him.
Peterson had his hands full of mail.
For Olga had found time while her
dinner was preparing to run down to
the little village and back again.
"Newspapers from home," said Peterson, drinking off a glass of rich
new milk. "It's good to see them."
"And Olga," added young Mrs. Pe- Hastily
he scanned their contents.
terson.
Suddenly he sniffed with excitement.
"Olga to be sure," returned Peter"Look here, Matilda," he said, "there's "Swindlers und liars und thieves!"
son, his glance once more returnng a rate
war on among the steamship
gratefully to the girl who was working lines.
For ten minutes Peterson and his
Just ' look. They are landing
immigrants in New York for ten, wife, after recovering from their surtwelve, nine dollars anything, al- prise, argued with her. But to no
purpose. "Very well, Olga," they finmost. And it used to cost thirty-five.- "
Peterson eat, lazily sketching in the
trying
outline of the distant ruin,-anto make up his mind whether tó settle down in dead earnest at his bit of
landscape or give it up and go off on
a spree with Mrs. Peterson. He
stopped a moment, to refill his pipe,
and then leaned back against the tree
and crossed his legs.
"Matilda," he said finally, after gazing at the little cottage to the right
for some short space of time, "just
look at that girl work. I never saw
such industry. And she's the pink of
neatness, too."
"And," commented Mrs. Peterson,
"she works all day and almost all
night, too. Twice I woke up last
night and heard her in the buttery,
,
working away."
"She's worth two of our Maggie-o- ver
home," sighed Peterson.
"Six," returned his young wife, In
a determined tone of voice.
Peterson was an art leaguer and
an artist. His specialty was landscapes of a very particular kind. And'
he had to go to very particular places
to get his particular kind of landscape.
It happened therefore that
he was summering in Hungary real
Hungary and at a farm house where
he could wear what he pleased and
do what he pleased,
"Nothing to do," he told his wife,
"but paint away like mad. But I
don't know," he continued reflectively, "why I couldn't do this back in
Jersey. I could, if it weren't for that
big blank wall of mountain over there,
and the ruin, and the funny little
"
cots
d

tra washing done at once, and that he
desired that the large bathtub be half
filled with warm water, as he wanted
to take a bath before his dinner, having been too lazy to take one when
he rose. Mrs. Peterson followed with
'
a few Injunctions. : And Olga only

.

.

'

,

','

.

He paused. "By George," he continued, passing over the paper, "it's our
very chance to get Olga over to New
Jersey, and to give Maggie the go-bJove, it's the very thing. Olga." he
'
called. Olga came.
"Olga," he said, "how would you,
to go back with us to the American
United States enjoy yourself?"
Olga gave a little scream. "Oh
oh!" she gasped delightedly, "to
.'
America."
y.

"Assuredly,"

she repeated.
much l's she?"

"Ten dollar,"

"How

away in the cottage garden.. He raised
his voice.
"Oh, Olga!" he exclaimed. The girl
rose, answered his call and came tripping blithely toward him.
"Olga," he said, speaking to her in
her native tongue, "you could Frau
Ollendorf to tell, our dinner out here
under this big tree to have. If so be
"
it too much trouble is
But the girl laughingly shook her
head, and replied vivaciously that it
would be no trouble at all. She would
be pleased to comply with the request. So, that being settled, Peterson informed her gravely, that in his
room were two pairs of shoes that
needed cleaning, that he wanted ex
.

returned

Peterson,

"would it not you please? You could
there work only one-hal- f
the time.
Half of two days in every week, to
yourself you could then have."
"And you we should pay," added
Mrs. Peterson, "so much as ten dollars by the month."
Olga's eyes glistened. "Ten dollar,"
she repeated. "How much is she?"
They told her. .Again she screamed
with delight. It was fully four times
what she was getting at Frau Ollendorff's.
"To go with you," she announced
solemnly, "I should so "iuch like.
"Only," she concluded, shaking her
head, "I fear it should be nothing but
a dream."
In due time, back to New Jersey
went the Petersons. And back with
them went Olga their new
prize. And Peterson was lucky and
sold all the pictures he had painted
while abroad.
Olga was transported. "Just think,"
she told herself, up in the little' servant's bedroom in the little Peterson
house, "ten.dollars and for doing
nothing almost. I am so glad so
glad so glad."
Little by little Olga learned to talk

ally announced, "we'll pay you sixteen and send the washing out."
Olga tossed her head. '
she answered, conyou I leave. I
vincingly,
have engaged already been by Mrs.
Romaine next block at twenty-fiva month; she say everybody wants
Hungarian girl and she give anything
to get one; she been watching me for
six month; she want me; she going
to have me; she. pay twenty-fiv- e
to
get me." Peterson looked at his wife
sadly. "Send for Maggie, dear," he
said.
"

.

"To-morrow- ,"

"to-morro- w

e

GOT A VOTE CHEAP.
ingenious

Flimflam Game Englnered

by Electioneering Boss.
Israel Zangwill was in Philadelphia
during the presidential election, and
at the Franklin Inn, a literary club,
he told a story of a crafty electioneering boss.
"This boss," he said, "desired votes
for his candidate, and hesitated at
nothing in order to get them. He
sent for a poor man one day, and asked this man to vote as he desired.
" 'Oh, no,' the poor man said firmly.
un, no, i can t do that. I am already
promised to the opposition.'
"'You are, eh? said the boss. 'And
how much is the opposition paying
you?'
" 'Twenty dollars,' the poor man answered.
"The boss assumed an expression
of disgust.
"'That was a low price, my friend,
an unfairly low price,' he said, 'to
give you for your vote. We'd have
done better by you. We'd have given
you twenty-fiv- e
dollars.'
"It was not yet too late. The election was two days off. The poor man
wavered.
"'Would you?' he said. 'Would
you?'
"'To be sure we would,' said the
boss. 'Here, it isn't too late yet. Give
me the other party's twenty and I'll
give you our twenty-fiv- e
now.'
"The poor man made the exchange
joyfully, and thus the crafty boss had
the satisfaction of causing his oppo- s
nents to pay
of one of hia
own bribes."
four-fifth-

Dying Rich.

'Andrew Carnegie, at a reception,
was asked by a young girl if he really
believed that it was a disgrace to die
rich.
Mr.

Carnegie parried the question

gracefully.
VWell," he said, "I should hate,
after my death, to have such a speech
made about me as an old cobbler once
made about a millionaire.
"This millionaire had been notori-

ously close-fisteall his life.
His
tomb was a magnificent one, and on
it was carved the Biblical verse:
" 'He that giveth to the poor lend-et- h
to the Lord.'
"The cobbler, having known the
millionaire, took occasion to visit his
tomb as soon as it was completed.; He
examined the monument carefully.
Then he read aloud the verse upon it.
Afterward he commented on the
verse like this:
"True, very true. But when that
man died the Lord didn't owe him a
d

rent."

The Tiger.
listen to a tiger tale,
The tiger Is a beast
.Who would consider a Wee boy
Or girl or horse a feast.
He's just a cat grown awful big.
He wears a striped skin.
A cat la not a tiger skin,
But it's a tiger's kin.
There are so many tiger skins
Made up In rugs, I vow
I think the jungle must be full
Of skinless tigers now.
The tiger has two feet behind
And also two before,
Most all the rest Is tooth and lungs
You ought to hear him roar!

s

Now

Amenities of War.
The amenities of war were being
observed recently in the far East.
The outposts of the two armies were
so close together that they exchanged
cigarettes, jack knives, and food with
the utmost civility, and by tacit agreement the troops on either side disHe's nocturnal marauder
WlUx black bars on his hide
water
from
drank
and
the
armed
And fellow bars. He hunts by night,
same stream. Nothing disturbed the
Ami "poe, ah. woe betldo
Poor luckless man! He goes to sleep
general harmony except an occasional
Beyoath the twinkling stars.
dispute as to precedence at the river The tiger carries him away;
Ho wakes behind the bars.
bank. This is quite in accordance
Houston Post."
with precedent. In several battles of
war the soldiers
the Franco-Prussia- n
'Comrades" In Quarrel.
ran down to the same watering-place- ,
President Roosevelt keeps rather
and then returned to their positions close track of the men-whserved in
to recommence slaughtering one an- his
of rough riders. He
other.
greets them all effusively when they
come, to, Washington and has helped
Sheep in Argentina.
many of them out of trouble. Not
Argentina has the greatest number long ago; Major Llewellyn of the rough
of sheep of any country, but derives riders.lwho now lives In New Mexico,
relatively the least benefit from them, j was at the white house. The presiThis is due, in part, to the quality not dent was talking over old times with
having ''yet been sufficiently refined, him. ; "By the way," the president
due in part to negligence In the care said,, "where is our old friend comof the sheep, and lastly to the preva- rade Ritchie of the regiment?" "Oh,",
after the manner of Jerseymen. and lence of scab, the curing of which has said' Comrade Llewellyn, "Comrade
little by little became accustomed to not been, made obligatory. In Australia Ritchie! was out in Colorado until he
curing this disease was made corapvil-sor- got too. gay. Then Comrade Sheriff
the customs of the country.
thirty vears aeo.
"Olga." said Mrs. Peterson, "tou
Bell chased him out of the state."
ten-doll-
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Roy Land

& Live
Stock Company.
Range on

Ballard'.

range on
La Cinta Canyon.
P. O- - Roy. N. M- -
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Uve stock

ASSOCIATION.

G. W. Gillispie.

range on
Chico Creek.
P. O. Chico N.

Frank Vance.
Range on
La Reunion
P.

M.

O. Roy. N.

M- -

in

Crv

Officers of the Association:

en-e-

W. B. Stevens.
range on
Chico Creek.
P. O. Roy, N. N.

;CT

it

Hughes,
H. C: Abbott,
Frank Vance,
E. O. Brown,
F. A. Roy,
J. R. Gillspie,
Frank' Carpenter, Geo. Crocker,
"
- Sim Calley.

Range on
Colmor Lake
P. O. Colmor. tf. M.

. M

De Smet Bros.
range on
Chico Creek.

.

r

é

5

F.

M.

P.

Hughes.

O.

Sprinper.

4aL

P.

O- -

New Mexico.

J.

k

W. Howe.
range on

:

S

Can-

Sim Calley.
range on

Ocate Creek.
II

D.

J. Devine.

A. Deaguerro.
range on
Chico Creek.
P. O. Springer. N.

range on
Souz Creek..
P. O. Roy.. N. M.

REWARD!

M"

Ij
Floersheim k Abbott
ran ire on
Souz & Jarrita
P. O. Springer. N. M.

J.

M.
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Hartley.
range on
La Reunion.
P. O. Springer. N.

M.

Robt. Keppler,
range on
Salada Arroyo.
P.

O. Souz. N. Mex.

tange on
Chico Springs
P. O. Chico. N. M.

Fre

Trial.

THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

7

Bushkevitz

ro.,
A

Reward of $3. 00 per head will be
paid for 3 head of long yearling steer
's, and one cow and calf branded as
above the cow has also the ' Valdez
brand on the same side.' Fr( further
particulars address this office.

n.

M.

trve

STATEMENT.

.

CATTLE

The reasons
'

why-

-

:

we can se.l your

Real' Estate or Business
There is a buyer for every good
property offered for sale. Our system of finding him can never fail.
If you want to buy, sell ' o"r exchan
ge a business or property of any
kind, or if you want a partner, or
additional capital write us.

Chico mountains
P. O. Chico. N. M.

'

A. Montoya,
range on

Ocate Creek.
P. O. Springer.

O. buyerroH. N. M.

N. Mex.

range oti
Ocate Creek
P. O. (V'-,o- r.

A. S.

E. P. SEWARD,
range in

TequeNquete.

Geo. E. Crocker,

A beautiful stock ranch, located in a ver;
deep canyon, or deep valley, about S miles
wide, with a 1300 foot mesa on each side
of it. controling 10,000 acres of fine irrazinir
land and 38.000 aeres of additional range
upon the mesa with plenty of good shelter.
1,120 acres of private land, controlin? water
rights and good agriculture bottoms; four
miles of running water in the pasture. 13
miles of barb wire fence, one comadious
two story stone dwelling, barns. 100 ft, of
of shed and out houses, good well with a
wind mill, which furnishes enough water
for house and girden. also 100 acres now
li growing crois. The range will pasture
from 600 to 1000 head of cattle the year
round. It is a model cow ranch, with plen
ty of water, shelter and range. It is, also.
a favorable ranch for feeding and preparing
,s
fat stock for the market.
Come and see for yourself and be con
vinced of 'ts values. The ranch can be
bought witl or without cattle.
About
t50 tons of fine fodder will also be sold.
ADDRESS:

-

T. E.Mitchel.
range on

I'.

Price
50c 4 $1.00

Surest and Quickest Curs for all

O. Colmor. N. M.

A. C. Ásh.

C. K.

mini

Dr. King's
Joiv Disoovory

Ocate Creek
P.

E. O. Brown,
rango on
Re tupien
1'. O. Springer. X. M.

0L

T. EIGraney.
range on

Hielas.

range on
Pinos Altos.

Sou.

CURE the LUNCS

F0RC OLDS

Trinidad Lucero.
range on
yon
Fragua Arroyo.
Roy. N. Mex. P. 0. Roy. N M.

O.

no

0UGHS and

Ran ire on

The La Cinta
P.

a mocha la isqnierd a

IíILLthe couch

M.

Frank Canenter.
i

B
8

W,TH

H. C. Gimson,
range on
Emplazado N. M.

Estacas Arroyo.
P. O. Roy. N. M.

Alamocito.
P. O. Roy. N. M.

r

O
N

Ranch for sale.

A Bushkevitz.

Don Vicente

I

H. Goodman.
Range on
Cantada Ancha;
P. O; Roy. k. M.

Springer

lada' uquierdo. Ganado

l

en la ore a dere

M.

" R. Gonzales,
range on
Chico Creek.

La Cinta Canyon.
P. 0. Roy. N. M.

W. Mills.
Range on
Red River Canyon.
P. O Springer, N.

gajiauu iayor
B istias y Reses F S

Menor, sa abocado por, detras

J. R. Gillespie,

Beard of Control:

aajMwu
.

Menor.

H, 'C. Abbott, President.
F. Carpenter, Vice Pres't.
Frank A. Roy, Sec,
Denis J. Devine, Treas.

"

,

I!

J5.

W. Calley.

range on
Ocate Creek
P. O. Colmor, N.M.

El Señor Alex. S. Bushkevitz, pue
Will sell or excnge first class
...
2
5
breeding cattle from to years of
vender m. iJioMtUit,
ó
hace qu'j descripción sea
age. Will exchange for sheep.
endonde
este locada, deferí tumos .su ne
ADDRESS NEW MEXICO REALTY CO.,
cesidad y le daremos pronta
AI SO 1000 CHOICE LAMBS FOR SALE.
Nosotros podémos hallár
compradores
para toda
buena
a.
propiedad. Aganos un experimento. Derijanse en Ingles ó Espa'
ñol á
A. y. Buihkevitz,
4

II
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DESCENT FULL OF PERIL.

FRIGHT NOT HER WEAKNESS.

Difficulties Overcome by Man Who
Climbed Grand Mulets.
pcture represents tha
striking
This
:climber, Marquignaz, descending the
jface of the Grand Mulets on Mont
Blanc.
The Grand Mulets is a mass oí
rranite "rising up like an island in

Nephew Had Record of His Aunt's
Brave Deeds.
"I declare," said his Aunt Hetty,
"war is an awful thing. It's terrible to
think of men takin their lives in their
hands day after May. If I had to
stand up and get shot at day in an,
day out, I'd just die of fright."
"But you're 'only a woman," said
her nephew. "There's no fun In soldiering though. I see that some men
'
died recently in the Philippines of
smallpox. By the way, auntie, did you
ever see a case of smallpox?" "Oh, yes. I nussed three or four
smallpox patients. But ' I was vacci-

PUZZLE FOR THE POLICE.

nated."
"And you've nursed patients with

contagious diseases, haven't
' '
;:
':; v
you?"
"Oh, yes diphtheria ran'!', scarlet fe
ver án' such as that an' one cholera

other'

;

case."

'

Thirsty Australian Welsh Regiment Was Proud of

Successfully Evades Law.
The law badly wants to arrest a
Taihape (M. L.) deg for aiding and
abetting. his owner to quench an; unlawful thirsii ; Th,e owner had a violent desire for; beer, and he also nad a
prohibition order out against him. So,
not being able to get beer personally,
he handed the dog a kit with a shilling in it.
In a few minutes the. dog came back
minus the shilling, but with a bottle
of beer.
The local policeman has
been lying awake at night wondering
whom ho is to arrest for infringement
of thó "prohib." order. For one thing,
it can't be proved that the man told
the dog to get the liquor
The dog can't be 'accused of ''willfully supplying a prohibited person,
partly because the dog.; had received
no legal notice that- its' master was
prohibited, partly becaiisp the dog
wasn't a vendor of liquor, partly, also,
because it didn't take the cork out
.
So it
to see what was in
can't be proved that it knew what it
was supplying. And Jhere is no law
against supplying liquor' to dogs, so
it is hard to see how the .publican can
be dealt with! Sydney Bulletin.

:.

;

wouldn't I wouldn't." ,
"And you ran upstairs when Cousin
Sophy's, liousc, caught fire and saved
her .little, girl, didn't you?"
,"It wasn't much of a fire j"
"Oil. well, don't apologize for it. Do
you know,: aun.tie, I'm beginning to
think you're a humbug?".
"Land sakes! r;What are you talking about?."
:'.'"
"Why," the idea, of your trying to
persuade me that you're afraid of bullets. You may tell that to somebody
that doesn't, know, you, auntie it
won't go with me! "
.

,

.

,

..

Faint, Praise.
Senator Depéw, at a recent convention of railroad' men, had occasion to
introduce a well known speaker from
the .West.
"In making introductions". he began, "it is possible to say some very
pleasant and "agreeable things. I, am
always ' pleasant and agreeable when
J .make;, an introduction. I wouldn't,
if I could, hurt the feelings in any
way of the man whom I present. In
"
this respect I differ ' from a certain

VC. All V

--

.
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Hat Pin in Pet Cat.
A pet cat belonging o the family of
Mrs. F. A. Hurlbert of Oberlin, Ohio,
had been sick for several weeks, and
a veterinary surgeon was called. On
examination he discovered a sharp
point protruding from' 'its' neck. He
made a slight incision; and pulled out
a hat pin eight inches in length, the
haying been Imbedded
head of the-pinin the cat's stomach.. After the .operation the cat began to purr, which
showed that it was perfectly satisfied
with the treatment; and it has once
more taken its position 'with tie choir
oi the back fence.
Eight-Inc- h
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vhite horse, a sphinx and a red
Perhaps tuey wiil oue da'y
dragon.
add a goat to their, facings.
Fish Shoals Found by Telephone.
Irt
rilinTirvTio ' ia
JL liic LUiv. javjiiJdlCOOf Uac rP
in locating. shoals of fish. The elec- -'
'
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vas burned at his next love's
Iy balanced that every motion of it
prayer,
'
And the rose was lost in the mire of seems to ; threaten disaster.
Yet it
the street:
away.
for
position
slipper
he tossed
has. been in the same
And the satfti
For his jealous bride had not fairy feet. hundreds of years.
'shows
Give what you will, but know, mcsdames,
one in Australia which combines', the
For a day alone are your favors dear.
"Be sure tor the next fair woman's sake
rock- - with-'- ' a'
They will go like the snows of yester-- . features of a hanging
..
year.
rocking stone. It is at Chillagqe,
Anne Reeve Aldrich.
Queensland, and is quite a freak, as
may judge from the picture.'
you
He Coiildn'f Help Being Good.
,
York Herald.
New
A well known preacher recently
a jail.
spoke at a religious service-In
Dispossessed Large Coon '
Ho noticed 'that one of the .convicts
While chopping at Munroe, Conn.,
extraordinarily" impressed.
seemed
Gorman felled a hollow maple
Patrick
'
After the service he sought .him out
was the temporary home
vwhich
tree
,
and continued the good work by re-17 pounds. ' The
weighing
'
coon
a
of
7.
marking:
among
Gorman's prized
now
is
pelt
"My dear sir, I hope you will profit
'
possessions.
by 'my remarks just now and become
''
ajaéw' mán."
Smokers Forbid Smoking;
"""Indeed 1 will," was the reply. "In
puffs from .good Havana s,"
Between
fact, I promise- you 'that Í will t nev'eT
one of wjiich was 'iii the hands of each
commit another; crime',' but will '; lead
the Memphis, Tenn., legismember;
an. exemplary". life ,to my 'dying day."
passed an ordinance tht
'council
lative
"Good," said the., dominie,- "but are
forbids smoking in
which
night
'
other
you sure that "you ; will be able to
street-car- '
"of
or in
a
'
rear
the
V
keep the prome?",-placard
where
is displayed
á
place
"Oi.. yes,", was the cheerful reply
'
it."1
forbiddJ'Jg
'
;'.;
of tJo coDtict.' '''Tm'in iaJI for- Jifa."

y
With One Stroke.

'The glove

This-pictur-

"
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any-putí-l-
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a.

tached to the microphone is marked
so that the exact depth of the shoal is.
uesignatea.

to-da-
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And the satin slippe.r I wore.?T-Alaé- k.
Some one had that it was wrong. I
fear.
Where are those souvenirs
But where are the snows of yester-- ,

year?

1

h hsh iiiu- fien airansr tip m rrnn
at once
which
sounds
of
series
:duces..a
atpresence.-cord
The
betrays their

'.''

And where is ;the rose that another. stole
When the lrmd .was flooded with
?r

-

the-water-

--

'

V

ir--
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Souvenirs!'.
Mais on sont les neiges' d'antan?
Where is the glove ,that I gave to him.
Perfumed and wirm from, my arm that
.'

rrim
lilt?

mlcropnone, mciosea in p. waier-tigu- i.a.''.L. .
case, connected with' an electric bat.
tery and telephoneis lowered into
;'
So long 'as tlie telephone,
,
hangs free no sound is heard, but on."
its .coming into contacti with a ashoal
j.t
or f sn tne constam tapping ot ui?

--

Commonwealth.

AiXA

.

'"Ladies and gents, I am called
on to interduce this here man to you,
bút I can only say two things in hi j
favor.. One is that he has never been
in jail. Tlie other is that I don't know
;;
v
why he hasn't' "..,:.

night?--

Picture in Disguise.
Many and strange have been the vicissitudes of some of the world's
greatest pictures, and' a fine 'painting
which now graces' Lord Leigh's residence in Warwickshire, Eng., has an
interesting, history. This remarkable
picture, which for some years consist-eof a painting of flowery, was pronounced by an art dealer to be merely
a mask for some other picture, and on
his receiving permission he gradually
cleaned off' the flowers, discovering
underneath a very .fine portrait ,cí
Charles I, by. Vandyke., It is supposed
that the portrait was thus disguised in
order to save it from destruction by
the Roundheads at the time of the

H

Freak to' Be Seen at
Queensland.
Rocking stones are not unfamiliar
curiosities in the United States and
other countries have them, with more
or less interesting features. In far
away Tibet a small templé Is;erected
on a big stone apparently' so delicate-- '
Natural

.

tremendous billowy ocean of ice and
snow."
In the iace of the rock a rough
shielding of stone and boards has
been built where a bed and refreshments
'
can be had. It is in charge
of a woman who ascends in the beginning of the season and remains there
three months.

vl

STONE CV AUSTRALIA.

"This Dakqtan arose in a crowded
hall to introduce a lecturer from New
York. He swaggered to the front ol
the platform, put his hands in hia
pockets, sneered, and said:

the Face of, the Grand Mulets.

l

Billy, had, therefore, served with the
battalion for ten years and accompanied thein to. Malta, Egypt,. Crete.
Hongkong: and India. The. first goat
was presented by Queen Vicforia v so
long ago as the year 1839.
;'
How' the" custom arose' of having a
'goat as á, regimental, pet is .not known,
but the .royal weisn are Known in tne
British army by the nicknames .of
"Nanny Goats and the Royal Goat3.
The regimental 'ornaments include. a

'

Dakotan.

On

'

-

the.-bottfe-

ROCKING

Ani-'- y

Gift of Queen Victoria.
On some of the ships of the United
States avy a goat is ;..an honored
member of the ship's company, and
the pet, and ."mascot" of the crew.
In some regiments of the army also
an animal mascot is maintained.
though the custom is not so general
with us as with our British cousins,
with whom' it is very old. .
One celebrated and much traveled
mascot, Billy, the goat of the 2d battalion royal Welsh fusiliers, recently
died on the march from Chakrata to
Aga. He was presented by Queen
Victoria to the regiment in 1894, and
mal

-

the
"Weren't you. afraid of Uaking
'
diseases?"
"Well, I didn't .have much .tin' e to
worry about that. I reckoned that if
an' if I
I'd take 'em I'd take-'emti

Dog Belonging to

GOAT AS SOLDIERS' MASCOT.

'A.

MM

.

'

'
.'Suppose the square to represent- - a
shet' of: paper. Fold it from top' to
bottom, as indicated by A A and B B.
Froin tVe center of the paper C draw
ttié horizontal line to point By which
Is exactly on thq fold. Holding tha
noTip'T ' flrmlv. Rnrfifld nut thfi nnnfir.
Then1, from this point draw a circle
with" C as its center.
'
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The death of John F. Coyle, once a
newspaper man in New
York, at the age of 84 years, recalls a
valuable chapter in history which he
did not relate until 'twenty-fivyears
after the assassination of President
Lincoln.
Coyle was editor of the famous Nawell-know-

e

tional Intelligencer at Washington during the civil war. He and Ford, who
owned the theater where Lincoln was
shot, were fast friends. Coyle was
arrested three times and badgered
mercilessly in an effort to make him
tell about the plot, of which he knew
nothing except that Booth was his
good friend. His innocence of knowledge before the fact was clearly established, and he was finally allowed
to go free.
Coyle told this story, as he stated, to
stop the falsehoods which were circulated about his meeting with Wilkes
Booth on the morning of the assassination and about a letter which Booth
wrote to him before he fired the fatal
bullet.
"On the morning of April 14, 1863, I
was conversing with Major Thomas
Donoho, when Wilkes Booth joined us.
Later Booth and I went into a nearby restaurant and there ho said to

me:
'"Supposé Lincoln should be killed
or die, what would be the result?'

'"Johnson

would
succeed him;
there would be no change,' I replied.
'Then Gov. Seward would come next
I believe.
All that is provided for by

law.'
"As I remembered it afterward,
Booth grew excited and said: "But if

r

rl

,

BKAik

all could be. swept away, what thon?"
"Anarchy and chaos,' I said, 'but
such a thing could never happen. They
don't make Brutuses nowadays.'
'"No, no, he replied. 'They don't
and abruptly left me.
"This conversation made no impression on my mind. That night, vrhllo
on my way to the offices of the National Intelligencer, I heard of the assassination. Already there was a rumor of a letter having been given by
Booth to some one, who was instructed to deliver it to me. The fact, too,
of my having been seen with him that
morning was generally known and
commented upon. It rendered me unpleasantly and dangerously conspicuous during the reign of terror.
"It was generally believed that I
had received the letter. But that remained a mystery until the winter of
n
1865, when John Matthews, a
actor and my friend, told mo
that Booth nad given him a sealed
package and requested him if he did
not hear from him to the contrary to
deliver it to me on the following day.
After the assassination Matthews
opened the letter and read it. Upon
consideration he burned it. Matthews
did not remember the entire text, but
he told me that' the concluding lines
were these: 'I know I shall be condemned for my act at the present
time, but I am willing to trust to history and posterity for the vindication
of my name and motives.'
"This is the whole story of my meet
ing with Wilkes Booth and all the
knowledge I have of the letter he
. wrote:"

chamber by the projectile, its pressure rises to an enormous amount,
which, in the caso of the service
charges in the United States guns is
as high as seventeen tons to the
square inch. This is accompanied
by a proportionate rise in the temperature of the gases.
If it were possible to look into the
powder chamber at the instant of discharge it would be found to be dazzling white heat. As the projectile
begins-tmove down the bore of the
gun these white-ho- t
gases rush out
of the powder chamber and they
stream from the larger chamber into

One of

--

-

the smaller bore they literally melt
the hardened steel surface of the
bore, the process being probably assisted by some chemical reaction
not yet thoroughly understood. The
gases, under the enormous pressure,
quickly find out the very smallest
way of escape past the base of the
shell and they stream at an enormous
velocity and still at- -a white heat
through any such slight opening and
melt the hard steel of the guns just
as a stream of steam or hot water
would cut its way through a block of
ice.

ht

They found her stark, and cold and dead,
In that dark prison cell.
Neglected and forsaken, old
And marred past tongue to foil,
Surrounded by grim spectral shapes
That mocked her where she fell.

Then came the dawn of womanhood,
And life was rare and sweet,
The pathway reaching down the years.
Seemed flowered at her feet;
A curtain hid this awful scene.
This moment of defeat".

flow fared she to this dismal place?
How came she here to die?
From what sweet, flowered way of youth
And piilhood, long gone by,
Came she to this barred room of hell
Upon these stones to lie?

So come at last the bitter end,
And on a bitter night
Grim death stalked in unheralded.
In majesty of might,
And smote the prisoit house of clay,
To give her spirit flight.

Far back in some white cradle, she
Gazed in a mother's eyes.
And smiled and lifted dimpled hands
la wondering surprise.
And In her eyes there was a hint
Qt yonder assure sklcsi.
1

V
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Going through the hospitals in our
large cities one is surprised to find such
a large proportion of the patients lying
on those snow-whit- e
beds women
and girls, who are either awaiting
cr recovering from serious operations.
Why should this be the case?

And what of all her wasted 'years.
With hope once highly fraught?
And was she born into this world
To suffer and for naught,
A blinded thing that blindly groped
And in a web wa3 caught?

They found her stark and cold and deaf.
In that dark prison cell.
Neglected and forsaken, old
And marred past tonguo to tell,
Surrounded by grim spectral shape?
That mocked her wheré she fe,l.
Chicago Chronicle

ness, sleeplessness, melancholy,

"and

"want-to-be-left-alon-

"all-gon- e

feel-

e"

ings, they should remember there is ona

tried and true remedy.
The foLowing letters cannot fail to
bring hope to despairing women.
Mrs. Fred Seydel, 412 N. 54th Street,
West Philadelphia, Pa., writes:

Sim-

ply because they have neglected themMrs. Pinkham:
selves.
Ovarian and womb troubles Dear
" I was in a very serious condition when I
on
certainly
are
the increase among wrote to you for advice. I had a serious womb
the women of this country they creep and ovarian trouble and I could not carry a
upon them unawares, but every one of child to maturity, and was advised that an
those patients in the hospital beds had operation was my only hope of recovery. I
plenty of warning in that bearing-dow- n could not bear to think of going to the hospiso wrote you for advice. I did as you infeeling, pain at left or right of tal,
structed me and took Lydia E. Pinkham's
the womb, nervous exhaustion, pain in Vegetable Compound; and I am not only a
the small of the back, leucorrhoea,
well woman
but have a beautiful baby
flatulency, displacements of the girl six months old. I advise all sick and
All of these suffering women to write you for advice, as
womb or irregularities.
symptoms are indications of an un- you have done so much for me."
healthy condition of the ovaries or Miss Ruby Mushrush, of East
womb, and if not heeded the penalty Chicago, Ind., writes:
has to be paid by a dangerous operation.
When these symptoms manifest them- Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
" I have been a great sufferer with irregular
selves, do not drag along until you are menstruation
and ovarian trouble, and about
obliged to go to the hospital and sub- three months ago
the doctor, after using the
mit to an operation but remember
y
on me, said I had an abcess on the
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ovaries and would have to have an operation.
Compound has saved thousands of My mother wanted me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound as a last resort,
women from surgical operations
and
it not only saved me from an operation
When women are troubled with ir- but made
me entirely well."
regular, suppressed or painful
Lydia E. P.nkham's Vegetable Comdisplace
ment or ulceration of the womb, that pound at once removes such troubles.
bearing-dow- n
feeling, inflammation of Refuse to buy any other medicine, for
backache,
bloating (or flat- you need the best.
ovaries,
the
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
ulency), general debility, indigestion,
and nervous prostration, or are beset to write her for advice. Her advice and
with such symptoms as dizziness, lassi- medicine have restored thousands to
tude, excitability, irritability, nervous health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Succeeds Where Others Fail.
diz-zina- ss,

to-da-

X-Ra-

British artillerists have had great
trouble from erosion because of the
quality of powder which they use.
The powder is known as cordite and
the erosion is the price which the
British pay for certain desirable
qualities which are absent from other
powders that do not cause so much
erosion. Cordite consists of fifty-eig, parts
of nitroglycerin, thirty-seve- n I
parts of guncotton and five
parts vaseline, and it is tho large
amount of nitroglycerin that is responsible for the serious erodiDg
effects. Bull: for bulk, the English
powder is much more powerful than
the United States navy powder.

Life's T raged i e s

Frcm what white skies to tnese of gloom,
From what bright world and fa.'r,
From what dear arms of love to thia
irim silence and despair?
So like a withered leaf she lies,
And who is there to care?

Appalling Increase in the Number of Operations
Performed Each YearHow Women May
Avoid Them.

well-know-

Erosion of Heav y Guns
A serious trouble that confronts the
modern artillerist is the tendency of
the smokeless powders that are now
exclusively used to burn out the interior lining of the gun, particularly
near the powder chamber. The powder itself is the cause of more or
less anxiety, because of its chemical
instability. The erosion or burning
out of the interior tube of the gun,
which is in immediate contact with
the powder gases, is due to the high
pressure and intense heat of the
gases. At the instant a charge is fired
a great volume of gas is generated
and, being confined in the powder
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BISHOP OWES
AND LIFE TO

Simple Remedies Best
It may be said, with little fear of
contradiction from those who know
the facts, that if a cast iron law forbidding the use of any drug whatever
in the treatment of headache could be
enacted and enforced there would be
much less misery for the coming generation than there is for this.
A sufferer from repeated headaches
who has found a means of relief in
-headache powders" or other even
less harmful drugs may dispute this
' assertion,
but the victims of some
drug habit or the friends of one
whose heart, poisoned by acetanilid
or antipyrin, has sudenly ceased to
beat before its time will look at the
matter from another point of view entirely.
During the Spanish war numbers of
would-b- e
recruits were rejected because of a weak heart, and in the
epidemic of pneumonia which ravaged
the country last winter an unusual
number of deaths occurred from failure of the heart to meet the added
strain.
Although various causes have doubtless been at work to weaken the
hearts of the present generation,
there can be no question that one potent influence has been the indiscriminate use of headache powders.
In all cases of habitual headache

recurring periodically, a physician
must, of course, be consulted, that he
may find the cause eye strain, disease of the ears, nose, stomach or
other distant organs and remove
it if possible. But the separate attacks of headache have to be relieved
if severe, and in these cases it .is better not to resort to drugs unless the
drugs are taken under the special
guidance of a physician.
In the congestive headache, marked
by throbbing and made worse by
stooping or lying down, a cold towel
or an ice bag applied to the head, a
hot water bag to the spine, a mustard
foot bath one or more will often
give relief when many drugs fail.
In the anaemic form of headache
marked by pallor, in which the pain
is made less severe by lying down,
massage of the head or the application of warm cloths to the head and
face will often be found grateful. A
bilious headache may
threatened
sometimes be warded oif by a doso of
epsom salts, as may other headaches
due to "autointoxication," and one due
to overuse of the eyes or eye strain
will usually, if taken at the moment
of the first warning, be arrested or
mitigated by closing the book and
,

going for a walk.

healt;
PE-RU-N- A,

Ministers of All Denominations

Join In Recommending
to the

Pe-ru-- na

People,
Public speaking especially exposes
the throat and bronchial tubes to
catarrhal affections.
Breathing the air of crowded assemblies, and the necessary exposure to
night air which many preachers must
face, makes catarrh especially prevalent

among their class.
Peruna has become justly popular
'among them.

Youth's

Astrology and the War
Japanese newspaper recently received in this city tells a remarkable
story of the part played by astrology
in the present war with Russia. It
states that Japan has for many years
looked forward to a war with Russia,
and the Mikado got the opinions of
the most noted astrologers' in his
realm as to the most favorable time
to begin hostilities. It seems the old
science ,of astrology is still regarded
in Japan as a valuable aid in determining the affairs of life, and the
various aspects of the planets are
studied with grea.t care. In astrology
every country is ruled by a certain
sign of the zodiac, and the fortunes
and misfortunes of any .country can
be determined by the beneficent or
malefic planets as they pass through
the country's zodiacal sign.
The sign of Aquarius rules Russia,
and when the Mikado's astrologers
were consulted about five years ago
they at once gave it as their opinion
that the most opportune time to begin war would be when the evil
planet Saturn passes through that
sign. Saturn's influence is Very male
A

fic, and astrology has it that any person or country afflicted by that plan-

et's influence is doomed to fail.

Sat-

urn passed into the sign Aquarius last
year and remains therein two and a
half years. By retrograde motion the
planet has now reached the fifteenth
degree in that sign, wielding its powerful influence against the fortunes Qi
Russia in favor of Japan. Considering the success Japan has so far had
in the war, the prophecy of the Japanese astrologers has been in part fulfilled. However, Japan must win before Saturn passes from Aquariua
into the next sign, Pisces, for then the
influence of evil will have passed
away from Russia and Japan's chancea
agairst her would not be so .avorable.
In order to accomplish this Japan is
pushing the war with all possible
speed, feeling secure in the belie!
that the stars are on her side, while
Russia, with all her resources and
vast army is for the time helpless
because of the celestial influence operating against her.
Students ol
astrology all over the world .are
watching the outcome with great in
terest. Exchange.
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Despite the prejudices of the medical
profession against proprietary medicines, the clergy have always maintained a strong confidence and friend- cliír frit T'ovvirm
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claimed for it.

The Bishop's Strong Tributó to
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L. II. Halsey, Bishop C. M. E. Church, Atlanta, Ga., writes:
"I have found Peruna to be a great remedy for catarrh. have suffered
with this terrible disease for more than twenty years, until since I have
been using Peruna, which has relieved me of the trouble.
d
"I have tried many remedies and spent a great deal of
money for them, but l found nothing so effectual in the cure of catarrh as
'

hard-earne-

the great medicine, Peruna.
7 feel sure that Peruna Is not only a triumph of medical science, but
It Is also a blessing to suffering humanity.
"Every individual who suffers with respiratory diseases will find Peruna
a magnificent and sovereign remedy." L. H.Ualsey, Bp. C. M. E. Church.
Peruna is the most prompt and sure
remedy for catarrh that can betaken.

We have on file many letters of recommendation like the one given above.
Many a preacher has been able to We can give our readers only a slight
glimpse of the vast number of gratemeet his engagements only because be ful
letters Dr. llartman is constantly rekeeps on hand a bottle of Peruna, ready ceiving, in praise of his famous cat' rh
to meet any emergency that may arise. remedy, Peruna.

The Stars and Stripes!
A great big friend of all the world
Is your genial Uncle Sam,
And he has no need to pose and strut
As the only great "I am!"
He knows there is none as big as himself,
But on this he makes his brag-T- hat
there's none so happy, and none so

free

Aa the millions under his flag!
Then It's eyes front guide right-Dr- ess
to your uncle'u flag!
can endure
It's an emblem puie that
Without the aid of brag.
Light of the hopeless, hope of the
SlLVG

It was, and ever shall be;
So it's stand by hats off
To the flag of liberty!
eagle's standard tops them all
'Rah! for the eagle bird.
And the rest stand 'round and He to the
ground
When his piercing voice Is heard.
In his talons keen there my be seen
red. white, and blue;
A flag
And he bears It high in the golden sky
Tor Freedom's sons to view.
Then it's rally, boys cheer, boys
Rah for the eagle's home;
Th

Suggests Church Costume.
la Longman's Magazine Andrew
Lang suggests that they o should be a
church costume some garment of

cheap material covering the wearer

Built of the hills and the plains and
the lakes,'
With her great sky for Its dome.
And 'rah for the stretch of the eagla'a
wing
That covers this Western world;
And all hurrah for the sand in hla
craw,
'
And the flag that shall never bi
furled!

Don't spend from $50 to $200 for a gun, when for so
much less money you can buy a Winchester Take-Dow- n
Repeating Shotgun, which will outshoot and
double-barrele- d
gun,
outlast the highest-price- d
besides being as safe, reliable and:,handy. Your
dealer can áhow you one. They are sold everywhere.

,

The battle line, the bloody breach,
Have seen Its folds of flame,
Where dripping steel and the shrapnel'
screech'
Were all a part of the game.
But the boys "stood pat" for all of that,
And the flag "stayed pat" where they
took it,
And though heroes fell in a rain of hell-- Yet
never a man forsook it!
Then it's steady, boys

ready, boys
For the banner of liberty!
The flag that blesses hill and plain
And kisses the bounding sea.
Light of the hopeless, hope of th
world!
Mankind it ever shall bless;
It will shed its light till the world is
bright
And its shadows never grow less!
George F. Vlett. in Leslie's Weekly.
from head to foot and cape to correspond. Then, says Mr. Lang, "nobody
will be ashamed to go to church be
cause he has not a frock coat and tal)

hat."

Fake -- Down Repeating Shotguns
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as the sharp nose of the boat cleaves
the water.

W e.e.h

(Special Correspondence.)
Oxford, England, Is never more In- ballet when the man in the wings
teresting to the stranger within its throws the different lights upon them.
gates than during eights' week, when
The course over which the races are
the crews from the various colleges rowed is a trifle less than a mile in
struggle for supremacy on the river. length. In the upper half of the
river
The weather is usually all that can little shells thrust their needlelike
be desired, the window gardens are points through the crush of larger
filled with flowers, and the quaint old craft, and the houseboats line the
craft
quadrangles are thronged with visit- on cither side, so that a lane of water
ors. The unique loveliness of the is left open for the racing shells.
place is never more apparent. The
For. a long time before the race the
venerable trees, the picturesque
streets, the walls smothered in ivy, river was blackened with scores of
canoes and .punts that hurried from
and the presence of the great names
bank to bank or passed from one
that cluster around the university lay houseboat
to another.
The crowd
a spell upon the imagination.
grew restless and looked at itself for
At no place else in England can tho
eye gaze upon such a picturesque pro- the twentieth time and noted the
twinkle that the points of the sunfusion of towers and spires and slenbrought to the water and the
light
der shaftings. There is ivy every- long enfilading
lines of. the buildings.
where and the plash of Gothic founTo an American it seemed strange
tains, and, above all else, rich tradithat
there were no college yells. He
tions. One of the prettiest "bits" of
missed
the pushing and sliding of
Oxford, especially during eights' week,
young
collegians
with tin horns and
is the garden of Oriel college. It is
megaphones
with
mournfully asking
a haunt of privacy and poetic solitude.
what's thetf matter with such a one, or
who's all right, or repeating the raucous measures of the college cheer.
These' were strangely absent. The
whole affair was r decorously conducted as the installation of the
in our senate chamber.
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vice-preside-

Runners With the Boats.
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strange silence settled over the

throng. Suddenly the report of a pistol echoes in the still air, and the
eager uncertainty (if the crowd breaks
out into suppressed exclamations.
Again tho pistol shot stirs the echoes,
and then the silence deepens. Out on
the college meadows the cloves are
cutting circles against the sky, and
from one of the towers the half-hou- r
strikes lazily.
Then you hear a dull sound, at first

scarcely distinguishable, but growing
in volume until it breaks into a hollow roar. It is the clangorous, unTO
even yelling of the "men who run
with the boats." They are the undergraduates from the different colleges,
and each contingent tries to keep
abreast of the crew.
The cry they
On the Rivor.
give has not the measured cadence of
The front of the building is falling to a college yell. It is as ragged and
decay, but snapdragon winds about it sputtering as a guerrilla fire.
The
brilliantly.
sharp, angry unmeasured chorus rises
The river during eights' week is al- in bulk until the men along the tow-patways filled with boats. There is danbreak into view. Parallel with
ger of your punt striking the ones be- them on the river you see the slender
fore, which sharpens your zest and shells spurt into view, trailing white
adds greatly to the discomfiture of the wakes of foam.
fat gentleman in front, whose mysThe long, snake-likshells sweep
terious whiskers fairly bristle with dis- into view, the oars tossing up little
approval.
Here you see the Oxford geysers of .water, and as they rise,
man at his best and envy him the dripping in the waning light, yoú can
opportunity of spending fo.ur years in
such surroundings. Here you meet
young Briton, the
the strong-limbelatest scion of a mighty stock, bearing his ruddy health with the magnificent ease of youth. When you
think, of the cluster of towers and
turrets and spires you cannot help
contrasting it with the austere barrenness of certain college buildings
you know of in the new. world.
h

e

Little Excitement.
On the whole the race is characterized by admirable discretion. Aside
from the noisy band that ran with the
boats the only case of excitement that
refused to be suppressed was that of
an old man whose son was a member
of the victorious crew. He rushed up
to a lady in his party and catching
her by the hands, danced as if he
were mad. Her bonnet was crushed
and the flowers tumbled off her bosom. But she only smiled and waved
the remnants of her headgear, and
danced furiously, giving herself quite
over to the spirit of the occasion.
The sister of the coxswain who
guided the winning boat to victory
stood on the roof of one of the barges,
As
looking very tall and stately.
up
soon as he saw her he dashed
the
stone coping and over the painted
railing. Then he kissed her twice,
while she blushed slightly and looked
out over the meadows, too proud to
let those around her see how much
she cared for the victory. The ladies gathered around and smiled encouragement at him, and back of them
the college servants stood in unimpeachable grimness.
The whole scene was very English,
about as far removed from the boisterous excitement of an American regatta as could be imagined. It was
an instance of British conservatism,
yet it was picturesque.
At night a garden party was given
in' honor of the victorious crew. The
garden was prettily situated among
the hills. Colored lanterns winked
out of the trees, and quaint old punch
bowls, flickering redly in the light,
were set out on little tables.
As the evening advanced, some one
proposed that we drink the health of
the victors, so we formed into a great
circle that bent among the trees, and
lifting our glasses we plighted our
good will.
Then, in honor of the
Americans who were present, I. suppose, the orchestra struck into that
mad, glad, bad refrain, "There'll Be a
Hot Time in the Old Town
The circle unwound itself and paired
off into couples and marched away
among the trees, shouting that tumultuous, madcap, buoyant song 'as if
alliance depended up
the Anglo-Saxoon its vociferous rendition.
To-night- ."

n

Vast Conceit of the Rooster.
Were it not for the disgusting
of the roosters we might enjoy the poultry show next week. The
rooster is near to nature's heart. He
has not civilization enough to veneer
his opinions with common, politeness
and savior faire and his disgusting
exhibition of the art of being It offends good taste and refinement. How
the hen manages to put up with it
is certainly one of the mysteries of
self-conce-

d

First Day of Eights' Week.
The first day of eights' week, which
may be considered typical of all, was
as beautiful as arching blue skies
could make it. A breeze flung out the
flags above the houseboats and rippled the river with silvery spray. The
stream overflowed with punts which
left ribbons of foam in their wake.
The sunlight threw big splashes of
color on their sides, and brought out
the tones of the ladies' parasols, and
did all sorts of fantastic things with
laces and muslins and pretty faces.
The gowns are, perhaps, the most
striking effect of ."eights week." To
the masculine eye there was nothing
individual about them. They fell into
an indistinguishable mass of whites
and pinks and blues, now one color
dominating and now another, like the
advancing and retreating lines of the
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Mayor Gibson Loses Memory.
A Santa Fe dispatch of January 3lst
says: A. R. Gi.bson, mayor of Santa
Fe, was picked up at El Paso, Texas,
yesterday, suffering from less of niem-or-

y.

He was unable to recall his name
or any circumstances connected with
his own life. Brother Elks took Wm
in charge and found sufficient identification papers on his person to locate
him as the mayor of Santa Fe. He
was brought back
in a
to-nig-

condition.
Gibson came to Santa Fe about six
years ago and has been prominent in
local business circles since his arrival.
He was president of tne Consolidated
Copper Company, the failure of which
he took greatly to heart. He became
mayor of Santa Fe last Aprn, being '
elected on the Democratic ticket. He
is proprietor of Sunmount, the tent
city for consumptives.
Saw the President.
A Santa Fe dispatch of February 2d
says: Superintendent Crandall of the
United States Indian Industrial School
in this city and Samuel Eldodt of
Chamita, accompanied by. the delegation from the different pueblos, who
have been in Washington for the past

three weeks, returned to Santa Fe last
night. The mission of the Indians was
successful, as they are to be exempt
from taxation, something they have
Bebeen striving for many years.
sides accomplishing the purpose of
their trip to the national capital the
Indians had a royal time. They created much interest in Washington by
their native dress and quaint manners.
Mr. Eldodt acted as interpreter for
them and the Indians were taken to
the White House for a talk with the
They thought the. Great
President.
man and could not
wonderful
Father a
get over tálking about him.
Council Gets to Work
The Teritórial Council February 1st
passed the following bills and resolutions :
An act changing the county seat of
Torrance county from Progreso to Estancia; a memorial protesting against
the creation of the proposed Rio de
Jemez forest reserve taking in parts of
Rio Arriba and Taos counties; an act
to exampet irrigation associations or
water users' associations from incor- '
poration fees; an act fixing the time
for holding court in the First judicial

district; an act to repeal the section

giving county superintendents $5 a day
for visiting schools in the county
where they are elected; an act reducing the bond of the territorial auditor
to $25,000.
The President on February 2d sent
to the Senate the nomination of W. H.
H. Llewellyn as United States attorney
for the district of New Mexico.
Councilman Martin has introduced
a bill providing for. a bond issue of
$50,000 for the relief of thirteen counties last year and providing, also,
means to build dykes at Albuquerque,
Socorro, San Marcial and Hillsboro.
The House passed the Torrance
county bill, giving that county a tier
of townships from Lincoln, Socorro
and Valencia counties and changing
the county seat from Progreso to Estancia. The bill now goes 'to Governor Otero, who will sign it.
Governor Otero has appointed Á. P.
Tarkington, lieutenant of the militia
company at Las Vegas, adjutant general of the territory, to succeed Gen.
w. H. Whiteman. Tarkington is a
brother, of Congressman Booth Tarkington, the novelist, of Indiana.
The Territorial Council, February
2d, passed a bill providing a severe
penalty for the sale of liquor to minors
and also a bill to prohibit cattle roping
contests. The House adopted the
Council memorial to the President of
.
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the United States protesting against
the creation of the Jemez forest reserve.

;

Harvey F. M. Bear died at Roswell
January 28th, of paralysis. Mr. Bear
came to Roswell in 1902 from Wellington, Kansas, and established the Roswell

Daily

Record, the only 'Demo-

cratic daily in New Mexico. He was a
Democrat and one of the best known
Oriel College.
citizens of southwestern New Mexico.
is survived by a widow and
coop.
eight
or
the
bend,
If six
see the broad backs
and the
hens would Mr. Bear
his father and mother,
children,
two
arms, knotted and corded, moving join a hens' club modeled after Soro-si- s
sister,-Mrs- .
C. F. Mason, all of
a
and
and throw the rooster down good Roswell. C. E. Mason, brother-in-laeasily and rhymthmically. The coxswains are appealing to the men, and and hard once or twice he would soon of the deceased, Is the editor of the
the men reply by savagely burying discover that he was not the only ker- Roswell Register.
f
their oars only to flash them again nel on the coi. Minneapolis Journal.
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